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1. Executive Summary
Cornwall Council commissioned Cormac and AECOM to review road safety proposals along the
A38 between Bodmin and Saltash based upon proposals received from the SAFE38 group. The
review was undertaken in the context of the most recently available five-year collision data, to
investigate potential issues and opportunities, and undertake high level feasibility design and
costings. The section of the A38 covered by this study has been the subject of other road safety
reviews in recent years due to a historically high collision rate. The proposals submitted by
SAFE38 attempt to address the collision history along this section of the route.
The content contained within this report was shared with Highways England (Asset Owner) for
review and approval. This report will be published as a joint report by Cornwall Council.
The review included the assessment of the following proposals as put forward by SAFE38, the
recommendations of which are detailed below:
Introduction of average speed cameras
It is recommended that average speed cameras are only installed along the dual carriageway
sections as these areas provide the greatest opportunity for drivers to maintain high speeds.
Due to the physical characteristics of the single carriageway sections, with challenging vertical
and horizontal alignments, it is unlikely that high speeds can be maintained along the full course
of the route. It is not considered cost effective to install average speed cameras along these
sections.
Shortening of 2+1 lane sections
Several 2+1 lane sections are provided along the route that provide overtaking opportunities
and conform to the DMRB standards (although detailed surveys are required to confirm this).
Whist no significant safety issues have been identified in relation to these sections, it is
acknowledged that local residents have concerns based on user experience. The scope of any
future design changes would therefore be subject to further review to determine viability.
Introduction of median widening with carriageway surface treatment
Providing additional hatched median areas on the carriageway to visually narrow running lanes
is achievable at relatively low-cost. These measures can be introduced in the east of Tideford,
as highlighted by SAFE38. However, a strategic approach to implementing these treatments
along the route should be developed to ensure consistency.
Introduction of stopping distance signs
Current regulations only allow stopping distance signage to be installed on the motorway
network and do not cover the ‘A’ classification trunk road network such as the A38. Previous
studies undertaken by Highways England conclude that such signs provide limited safety
benefits. These signs are therefore not suitable for use on the A38.
Review of overhanging vegetation
Overgrown vegetation fronting the carriageway can cause passive safety issues (in the event of
an errant vehicle striking a tree) as well as potentially restricting forward visibility. However,
Prepared for: Cornwall Council
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several studies have statistically linked the removal of vegetation to an increase in traffic
speed(s). The large-scale removal of vegetation along the A38 would not be practicable due to
the scope of removal require to achieve meaningful benefits, local topography, risk of
environmental damage, land ownership issues and may have the negative impact of increasing
speeds, therefore increasing the risk and severity of collisions. Investment in additional speed
management, traffic calming, and passively safe infrastructure is instead recommended as
being more effective in reducing the number and severity of collisions.
Review of speed limits
The existing speed limit along the A38 has been reviewed at several locations, including at
Tideford; Landrake as well as between Bodmin Parkway Station and Trago Mills. It is
recommended that the existing speed limits at these sections should be reduced to 30mph (in
the case of Tideford and Landrake) and 40mph (in the case of the section between Bodmin and
Trago Mills) respectively. However, the reduction of speed limits will require further assessment
of data to support business case development.
Installation of a signalised controlled pedestrian crossing in Tideford
The installation of a signalised pedestrian crossing was requested by the SAFE38 group to
assist pedestrians, especially vulnerable pedestrians (school children and the elderly), to cross
the A38 safely. Initial site investigations suggest that the installation of such a crossing is
feasible at this location and a concept design for a single stage signalised crossing has been
provided within the appendix. Further assessment of the air quality impact of this will be
required.
Limiting the use of right turn movements
Right turn manoeuvres were specifically highlighted as being a cause for collisions along the
A38, leading to calls to restrict these movements across the route. Four locations were
identified, including the junctions of Trago Mills; the B3252; the B3251 & Lower Clicker Road; as
well as Stoketon Cross. Alternative routes to facilitate restricting right turn movements are
largely unfeasible due to physical constraints, such as narrow road widths and the presence of
narrow bridges etc., as well as the length of diversion routes. Additional traffic and journey time
assessments will be required at a later stage if alternative routes are to be considered, whilst
also acknowledging any potential future major schemes at these junctions.
Limiting the use of farm traffic
Restricting the use of farm traffic on the ‘A’ classified trunk road network is largely restricted to
routes that are designed and constructed to a motorway standard such as the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. Given that it is unlikely that the A38 will be upgraded to a motorway
standard in the foreseeable future, restricting farm traffic will be problematic, especially
considered the limited number of alternative routes available. Implementing such a restriction is
also likely be contentious and damaging to the rural community and is therefore not
recommended.
Revised layouts in villages
Consistent village gateway signage is in place along the route and is representative of best
practice. Proposed measures to reduce traffic speeds in both Tideford and Landrake should be
progressed, taking a data led approach at dealing with historic collisions.
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Drainage improvements
Although SAFE38 highlighted specific locations where perceived drainage issues impact road
safety along the A38 (Notter Bridge in particular), the review of the latest 5-year collision records
suggests that standing water on the carriageway is not a significant cause for collisions. A
further six cluster sites, in addition to those highlighted by SAFE38, were identified based on the
number of collisions that occurred in non-dry conditions. However, flooding of the carriageway
was not a primary contributory factor for the majority. Whilst drainage issues do not appear to
impact road safety along the A38, some localised ponding was evident during site visits. It is
therefore essential that a thorough drainage maintenance programme is maintained and
regularly reviewed to minimise any potential future impact of water ponding on the carriageway.
Other additional measures
A number of additional interventions were identified for consideration to improve road safety
which fell outside of the SAFE38 comments received. These include regular maintenance of
roadside vegetation, drainage, road signs, road side marker posts, road markings and
carriageway surface treatments; installation of improved and compliant Vehicle Restraint
Systems; installation of embossed road markings and the potential use of Audio Tactile Line
Markings (pending future approval).
In addition to the locations highlighted by SAFE38, collision cluster sites were identified, with an
emphasis on identifying any commonalities within the collision types, conditions, causations and
locations which would assist in the recommendation of effective remedial measures.
Consideration has then been given to proposing remedial measures which are to be considered
‘quick wins’ (i.e. measures that can introduced prior to the financial year end of 2020), whilst
other measures have been assigned indicative timescales for potential implementation.
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2. Introduction
2.1 Introduction
The A38 is a strategic route within the southwestern peninsula of England, linking Bodmin to the
west and Exeter to the east. The corridor is of high importance and is one of only two strategic
routes serving Cornwall providing onward connection to Plymouth, Torbay and Devon. It forms
part of the Strategic Road Network (SRN), and is managed, operated, maintained and improved
by Highways England. The adjoining local roads within Cornwall are managed by Cornwall
Council.
Figure 1 shows the study location.

Figure 1: Site location and route layout plan
The section in Cornwall, between Bodmin and Saltash considered by this study, has been the
subject of road safety reviews in recent years due to a historically high collision rate. The
campaign group SAFE38 provided Cornwall Council with a number of potential remedial
measures to be reviewed. These were discussed at a meeting between Cornwall Council and
AECOM in December 2018 and formed the key part of the project brief.

2.2 Objectives
Cornwall Council commissioned Cormac and AECOM to review the A38 end to end in Cornwall
to identify what measures could be introduced in the short term to reduce the number of accidents
and incidents and rebuild confidence of regular users. A key principle was the need to adopt a
Prepared for: Cornwall Council
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consistent approach to treatment; as the route has been subject to a number of targeted
interventions over the years. A key focus of this work was the requirement to look at the specific
proposals put forward by the SAFE38 campaign group.

2.3 Study Corridor
Between Bodmin and Saltash, the A38 alternates between single lane carriageway, incorporating
overtaking and climbing lanes, and dual carriageway. Road user behaviour, collision types and
frequencies, as well as the general characteristics of the road environment notably differ between
sections. The route is prone to congestion which can lead to significant journey time delays.
Issues of congestion are exacerbated by the high collision rate.
The posted speed limit varies, with the majority of the single lane carriageway subject to a 50mph
speed limit and the section of dual carriageway subject to the National Speed Limit. A 40mph
speed limit is in operation where the route passes directly through the villages of Tideford and
Landrake. Tideford is also an area subject to air quality concerns and is designated as being an
Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) in which nitrogen dioxide levels have been monitored for
some time. The biggest source of nitrogen dioxide is the exhaust gases from cars and lorries 1. A
detailed assessment of the air quality confirmed this was poor along the A38 in Tideford and Defra
agreed those findings in January 2010. Whilst air quality was not a direct part of this study,
suggested improvements within Tideford will need to consider the wider implications.
Maps showing the carriageway configuration and existing speed limits along the route are shown
in Section 3 (Figure 7 and Figure 9 respectively).

2.4 Previous Studies
Specific issues, recommendations and items for further review have been raised by Cornwall
Council for consideration following previous studies which include the A38 (A30 to A374) Route
Safety Treatment Review2, A38 Case for Action3 and an ongoing review being undertaken by
Highways England.

2.5 This Study
This study considers the full A38 route within Cornwall between the junction of Carminow Cross
(near Bodmin) and the Saltash Tunnel. The study assesses the specific issues and proposals
raised by SAFE38 as well as the top ten cluster sites (collision hotpots) as identified by the most
recent five-years of collision data as provided by Cornwall Council.
This review is based on an assessment of the Personal Injury Collision (PIC) data for the fiveyear period between 1st December 2013 and 30th November 2018.
Proportionate and feasible remedial measures are recommended to improve road safety and
reduce congestion along the A38. These offer value for money and deliver significant benefits to
the local communities and the wider region. “Quick wins” have been identified, where appropriate,
to ensure that collision savings can be maximised at the earliest opportunity.

1

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/s13lt3sr/cornwall-action-plan-04-11-2020-1.pdf

2

A38 (A30 to A374) Route Safety Treatment Review; Kier on behalf of Highways England, 2017

3

A38 Case for Action – The Wider Economic Case for Investment in the A38 from Bodmin to Exeter; AECOM on behalf

of Cornwall Council and Plymouth City Council, June 2018
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3. Collision Review
3.1 Collision Definition
A Road Traffic Collision is defined by RoSPA as "...an incident involving one or more vehicles,
occurring on the public highway...". A Personal Injury Collision (PIC) is an incident which results
in injury to a person.
The purpose of a collision investigation is to determine the underlying causation factors which
contributed to the collision occurrence. These causation factors can be broadly categorised as
relating to three areas:
 The road environment;
 The operation or condition of the vehicle; and
 Road user behaviour.
Engineering remedial measures have most influence over causation factors which relate to the
road environment, with effective engineering measures seeking to either reduce the frequency
of collisions occurring or reducing the collision severity in the event of a collision.
Detailed collision analysis identifies the location and possible causation of each collision to
determine if the collision occurred due to an individual failing to cope with the road environment
and conditions. Particular attention is given to identifying commonalities and trends within the
collision data, as well as geographical clusters. Engineering measures which target collision
clusters or multiple collisions provide greater scope for collision savings and value for money
compared with targeting individual collisions. A specific section on cluster site analysis is
included within this report.

3.2 Collision Data Disclaimer
The collision review has been undertaken based on the collision data provided to AECOM by
Cornwall Council. This dataset is taken from STATS19 records, as collated by the Police and
provided to Cornwall Council, and relate to Personal Injury Collisions (PICs) only. The dataset
includes the most recent five-years’ worth of collision data available at the time of writing (1st
December 2013 to 30th November 2018). It should be noted that some of the data used for this
review is currently provisional and has not been confirmed at the time of writing. The dataset for
2018 has yet to be fully validated by the Department for Transport DfT), therefore some details
may be subject to change, including the collision positioning and location. A validated 2018
dataset is expected to be made available by autumn 2019 at the earliest. The dataset does not
include details of damage only incidents which may have been reported. Locations of the
collisions are recorded using coordinates within the STATS19 records. Incorrectly reported
locations within the STATS19 data may be present within the data set; therefore, it is possible
that some collisions contained within the report are on the local network rather than the Trunk
Road.
This dataset has been included in Appendix A of this report. Plan identifying the collision
locations are provided in Appendix B.
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3.3 Collision Overview
For the five-year period between 1st December 2013 and 30th November 2018, a total of 254
PICs were recorded within the study area. These collisions involved a total of 532 individual
vehicles and resulted in 441 casualties. The headline figures are summarised in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Infographic summarising A38 headline collision statistics
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3.4 Analysis by Collisions & Injury Severity
Of the 254 collisions recorded, 10 (3.9%) resulted in a fatal injury, 48 (18.9%) serious injury and
196 (77.2%) slight injury. Except for 2018, there has been a generally declining trend in the total
number of collisions recorded per annum from 2014 onwards. The number of Killed and
Seriously Injured (KSI) collisions have generally fluctuated within the same period.
Table 1 provides an annualised breakdown of the data for each calendar year up to the 30th
November 2018.
Year

Fatal

Serious

Slight

Total

%

2013
(1 month of data)

-

1

4

5

2.0

2014

2

11

48

61

24.0

2015

-

7

49

56

22.0

2016

3

10

30

43

16.9

2017

1

8

30

39

15.4

2018
(11 months of data)

4

11

35

50

19.7

Total

10

48

196

254

100.0

Table 1: Summary of collisions by year and severity

3.5 Analysis by Weather Conditions
Weather conditions recorded for collisions along the A38 are generally consistent with national
percentages for 2017 (see Table 2). A higher proportion of collisions along the A38 occurred
during periods of rainfall, representative that the region of South-Western England and South
Wales historically receives more rainfall per annum than the UK average 4.
Weather
Conditions

A38

National Data
Non-built up roads
(RAGB 2017) 5
No. of collisions

No. of collisions

%

%

Fine

187

73.6

20,628

80.7

Rain

58

22.8

3,415

13.4

Snow

1

0.4

222

0.9

Fog

0

0

315

1.2

Other

6

2.4

981

3.8

Unknown

2

0.8

-

-

Total

254

100

25,561

100

Table 2: Summary of collisions by weather conditions

4

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/summaries/2019/january/regional-values

5

Table RAS10006 Reported accidents by daylight and darkness, weather condition, built-up and non-built-up roads and
severity, Great Britain, 2017. Reported Road Casualties Great Britain: 2017 Annual Report
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3.6 Analysis by Road Surface Conditions
Table 3 shows that the road surface conditions recorded for collisions along the A38 are
generally consistent with national percentages for 2017. The marginally higher number of
collisions occurring in wet or damp carriageway conditions is indicative that the region receives
more rainfall per annum than the UK national average.
National Data
(Non-built up roads) 6

A38

Road surface

No. of collisions

%

No. of collisions

%

Dry

161

63.4

16,370

64.0

Wet/Damp

86

33.9

8,039

31.5

Snow/Frost/Ice

5

2.0

1,101

4.3

Flood

2

0.8

51

0.2

Total

254

100

25,561

100

Table 3: A38 vs National – Comparison of collisions by road surface conditions

3.7 Analysis by Road Lighting Conditions
Table 4 shows the road lighting conditions for collisions recorded on the A38 compared with the
national percentages for 2017. The total of 46 (19.5%) collisions on the A38 which occurred
during the hours of darkness is notably lower than the proportional percentage of 27.9%
recorded nationally. There is, therefore, no significant issue with the collisions during the hours
of darkness. No clear trends were identified within the data for collisions during the hours of
darkness.
National Data
(Non-built up roads) 7

A38

Lighting conditions

No. of collisions

%

No. of collisions

%

Daylight

208

81.9

18,416

72

Dark (With street lighting)

9

3.5

Dark (No street lighting)

36

14.2

7,144

27.9

Dark (Unknown)

1

0.4

Total

254

100.0

25,561

100.0

Table 4: A38 vs National – Comparison of collisions by road lighting conditions

3.8 Analysis by Day of the Week
Table 5 shows the distribution of collisions by day of week, with Friday recording a peak of 41
collisions and Monday the lowest with 30 collisions against an average of 36 collisions per day.
Collision numbers were generally consistent across the weekend compared to the weekdays,
6

Table RAS10005 Reported accidents by daylight and darkness, road surface, built-up and non-built-up roads and severity,
Great Britain, 2017. Reported Road Casualties Great Britain: 2017 Annual Report

7

Table RAS10005 Reported accidents by daylight and darkness, road surface, built-up and non-built-up roads and severity,
Great Britain, 2017. Reported Road Casualties Great Britain: 2017 Annual Report
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which likely reflects the higher traffic flows experienced during the weekend associated with
recreational and leisure traffic. ‘Commuting’ and ‘Travelling to work’ accounted for a total of only
31% of the journeys which resulted in a collision (see also Analysis by Journey Type). The
variance in collision numbers across the week is low.

Collisions by day of the week

No. of collisions

%

Monday

30

11.8

45

Tuesday

39

15.4

40

Wednesday

32

12.6

Thursday

39

15.4

Friday

41

16.1

Saturday

39

15.4

Sunday

34

13.4

Total

254

100.0

No. of collisions

Day of the week

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Table 5: A38 collisions by day of the week

3.9 Analysis by Time of the Day
Figure 6 compares the A38 collision data by time of the day. The data shows that collisions were
highest for the hour commencing 17:00 (26 collisions), with a general pattern of increasing
collision numbers during the morning, inter peak and evening peak traffic hours.
Collision numbers were generally lower between the hours of 21:00 and 06:00, during which
traffic flows are at their lowest. Of the 16 collisions that occurred between 21:00 and 06:00,
31.3% (five collisions) were KSIs. These KSIs make up 8.6% of all KSIs (58) that were
recorded.
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Collisions by hour of the day
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Figure 3: Analysis by Time of the Day

3.10 Analysis by Month
Figure 4 summarises the collision data for the A38 as recorded by month of the year. The
highest frequency of collisions occurred during August (32 collisions); slightly higher than in
other months. The months with the next highest frequency are February (28 collisions), June
(25 collisions) and July (25 collisions), with an average of 21 collisions per month. The summer
months of June, July and August are all within the top four ranking months of the year, likely
reflecting the seasonal increase in traffic flows associated with tourism during the Summer
months.
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Collisions per month
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Figure 4: A38 Collisions by month of the year

3.11 Analysis by Journey Type
Table 6 summarises the journey purposes of the drivers/riders of vehicles involved in collisions
within the study area. A total of 532 road users/vehicles were recorded as being involved in the
254 collisions.
Road users travelling as part of work (17.5%) and road users commuting to/from work (13.5%)
account for a large proportion of journeys after the non-classified journey types of “Other”
(38.0%) and “Unknown” (30.3%).
Vehicle User Journey Type

A38
No. of road users

%

Journey as part of work

93

17.5

Commuting to / from work

72

13.5

School pupil to / from school

4

0.8

Other

202

38.0

Unknown

161

30.3

Total

532

100

Table 6: Road users by journey type
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3.12 Analysis of Contributory Causation Factor
Table 7 summarises the contributory factors attributed to the recorded collisions. It should be
noted that between one and six causation factors can be attributed to a single collision.
‘Failing to look properly’ is the most often cited causation factor, having been attributed to 94
(37.0%) of all collisions recorded. The next most frequently recorded causation factors include
“Failed to judge other person’s path or speed” (70 collisions, or 27.6%), “Careless, reckless or in
a hurry” (54 collisions, or 21.3%) and “Slippery road (due to weather)” (43 collisions, or 16.9%).
The three most frequently recorded causation factors are related to human behaviour, with
comparatively few recorded causation factors directly relating to the road layout and conditions.

Contributory Factors

Causation
Code

No. of collisions
with causation

%

Failed to look properly

405

94

37.0

Failed to judge other person’s path or speed

406

70

27.6

Careless, reckless or in a hurry

602

54

21.3

Slippery road (due to weather)

103

43

16.9

Following too close

308

42

16.5

Sudden braking

408

40

15.7

Loss of control

410

36

14.2

Poor turn or manoeuvre

403

33

13.0

Travelling too fast for conditions

307

32

12.6

Exceeding speed limit

306

21

8.3

Distraction in vehicle

509

15

5.9

Other – Please specify below

999

12

4.7

Illness or disability, mental or physical

505

11

4.3

Fatigue

503

10

3.9

Learner or inexperienced driver/rider

605

10

3.9

Rain, sleet, snow or fog

707

10

3.9

Aggressive driving

601

8

3.1

Junction restart (moving off at junction)

402

7

2.8

Swerved

409

7

2.8

Impaired by alcohol

501

7

2.8

Distraction outside vehicle

510

7

2.8

Deposit on road (e.g. oil, mud, chippings)

102

6

2.4

Road layout (e.g. bend, hill, narrow carriageway)

108

6

2.4

Disobeyed double white lines

303

6

2.4

Dazzling sun

706

6

2.4

Disobeyed Give Way or Stop sign or markings

302

5

2.0

Unfamiliar with model of vehicle

607

5

2.0

Temporary road layout (e.g. contraflow)

107

4

1.6

Defective brakes

203

3

1.2

Emergency vehicle on a call

903

3

1.2

Tyres illegal, defective or under-inflated

201

2

0.8

Defective steering or suspension

204

2

0.8

Junction overshoot

401

2

0.8

Failed to signal or misleading signal

404

2

0.8

Impaired by drugs (illicit or medicinal)

502

2

0.8
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Contributory Factors

Causation
Code

No. of collisions
with causation

%

Uncorrected, defective eyesight

504

2

0.8

Nervous, uncertain or panic

603

2

0.8

Stationary or parked vehicle(s)

701

2

0.8

Careless, reckless or in a hurry

808

2

0.8

Pedestrian wearing dark clothing at night

809

2

0.8

Animal or object in carriageway

109

1

0.4

Too close to cyclist, horse or pedestrian

407

1

0.4

Not displaying lights at night or in poor visibility

506

1

0.4

Driver using mobile phone

508

1

0.4

Inexperience of driving on the left

606

1

0.4

Road layout (e.g. bend, winding road, hill crest)

703

1

0.4

Buildings, road signs, street furniture

704

1

0.4

Visor or windscreen dirty, scratched or frosted etc.

709

1

0.4

Failed to look properly

802

1

0.4

Failed to judge vehicle’s path or speed

803

1

0.4

Dangerous action in carriageway (e.g. playing)

805

1

0.4

Table 7: Collision contributory factors

3.13 Analysis of Casualty Data by Mode and Injury Severity
A total of 441 casualties were injured as a result of the 254 recorded collisions, of which 236
(53.5%) were male and 205 (46.5%) were female. The majority of casualties were the occupant
of a car (either driver or passenger), followed by goods vehicles and powered two wheelers
(P2Ws).
A breakdown of the casualties by mode and injury severity is shown below in Table 8.
Severity

Pedestrians

Pedal
Cyclists

(motorcycle)

P2W

Car

Goods
Vehicle

Bus or
coach

Total
Casualties

Fatal

1

0

3

9

0

0

13

Serious

1

0

17

42

8

1

69

Slight

3

3

14

289

28

10

359

Total

5

3

34

340

36

11

441

Table 8: Casualties by mode and injury severity
Ten collisions resulted in a fatality; with 13 casualties receiving fatal injuries (two collisions
recorded multiple fatalities). A detailed summary based upon the details and contributory factors
recorded and attributed in the STATS19 data, of the fatal collisions is included below 8:


14BD2G006 (Sept 2014): A motorcyclist (with passenger) travelling westbound along
the A38 section of dualled carriageway crossed over the solid white line rumble strip
whilst attempting to overtake slower traffic on the nearside. The rider lost control and

8

This section reviews the available Stats19 data only. All data, except for 2018 data, has been validated by DfT. Coroner
records for the collisions listed were neither obtained nor reviewed.
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came into contact with the crash barrier, leading to the passenger falling and receiving
fatal injuries. The collision was attributed to the rider travelling too fast for the
conditions.


14BS2G024 (Sept 2014): A motorist received fatal injuries after colliding with the rear
trailer of a goods vehicle that had parked within a layby near Saltash. The collision was
attributed to driver error.



16104178 (August 2016): A motorist received fatal injuries after losing control on the
westbound approach to the Twelvewoods Roundabout. The vehicle clipped the kerb of
the reservation whilst travelling at speed, resulting in the vehicle becoming airbourne
and overturning. The collision was attributed to a number of causations, including
illness, travelling too fast for the conditions, defective brakes and loss of control.



1680582 (June 2016): A motorist received fatal injuries after undertaking a number of
dangerous overtaking manoeuvres whilst travelling westbound on the A38, resulting in
the car colliding with the rear trailer of a goods vehicle upon exiting a left-hand bend.
The collision was attributed to the driver exceeding the speed limit whilst driving
carelessly and aggressively.



1697340 (August 2016): A motorist was fatally injured after undertaking a number of
dangerous overtaking manoeuvres whilst travelling westbound towards Bodmin,
resulting in the car colliding with an oncoming vehicle. The collision was attributed to the
driver exceeding the speed limit, driving recklessly whilst being impaired by alcohol.



17205564 (July 2017): A driver, a pedestrian and a passenger were fatally injured in a
collision involving five road users/vehicles on the A38 near Landrake. The collision
occurred after a driver travelling eastbound exited their vehicle to check on a dead
animal within the carriageway. The pedestrian was struck by a westbound motorist who
had been struck by another motorist following behind. Both vehicles lost control before
impacting with two vehicles travelling eastbound.



18260258 (January 2018): A motorist was fatally injured after colliding with a vehicle
travelling in the opposing direction. The collision occurred between Landrake and
Tideford. The collision was attributed to the driver travelling too fast for the conditions,
as well as losing control due to slippery road conditions. The steep downhill gradient
was also likely to be a contributory factor.



18291309 (May 2018): The rider and passenger of a motorcycle was fatally injured in a
collision involving eight road users/vehicles on the A38 near Glynn Valley. The collision
involved a rear end shunt between a motorcyclist and a motorist travelling in front who
was travelling in a larger convoy. The collision was attributed to sudden braking and
following too close to the vehicle in front.



18296969 (May 2018): A motorist was fatally injured after pulling out of a side road
across the path of an eastbound truck towing a caravan. The collision was attributed to
the motorist disobeying the give way / stop markings after failing to look properly.



18300443 (June 2018): A motorist was fatally injured after drifting towards the offside
across the double white lines, leading to a collision with an articulated goods vehicle
travelling in the opposite direction near Tideford. The collision was attributed to the
motorist not paying attention due to a distraction in the vehicle.
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Five (or 50%) of the 10 collisions which resulted in fatal injury were attributed to speed related
causation factors. The highest proportion of casualties resulting in fatal injury involved drivers or
passengers travelling by car, with P2Ws being the next highest statistically.
Analysis of the casualty data by mode and severity for vulnerable road users shows that
pedestrian (five casualties) and pedal cycle (three casualties) numbers are comparatively low,
whilst casualties involving a P2W is higher with 34 (or 7.7%) of the total 441 recorded
casualties. However, this is lower than the national average as shown in Table 9. It should be
noted that 2018 collision data has not yet been validated by the DfT and as such is subject to
change.

3.14 Analysis by Mode of Travel
Table 9 compares the mode of travel for road users and for casualties involved in a collision
compared to the comparative national percentages (for all roads). The proportion of A38
casualties associated with a car or goods vehicle is notably higher than the national average.
The high proportion of casualties associated with a goods vehicle is likely indicative that the
study route is being frequently used by large vehicles, with the A38 serving as an important
strategic road within the region with few alternatives. Goods vehicles account for 24.5% (5.7%
are HGVs) of the AADT modal split (Table 11) and were involved in 12.2% of the 254 collisions
(Table 10).
Conversely, pedal cycle casualties are notably lower than the national average; primarily as the
number of cyclists using the route is likely to be low, with cyclists deterred from travelling in the
carriageway due to the perceived dangers of heavy or fast-moving traffic. Pedal cycle casualties
would also be expected to be lower in predominantly rural, rather than urban, areas due to the
smaller modal share.

Mode of Travel

Car
Goods vehicle (LGVs &
HGVs)9
P2Ws
Bus or Coach
Pedal cycle
Agricultural
Minibus
Other
Total

A38
No. of
Vehicles
416
70
34
5
3
1
1
2
532

%

National Data
(RCGB 2017)

78.2
13.2

No. of
Casualties
340
36

6.4
0.9
0.6
0.2
0.2
0.4
100.0

34
10
3
1
1
16
441

%
77.1
8.2

No. of
Casualties
100,082
5,454

%
58.5
3.2

7.7
2.3
0.7
0.2
0.2
3.6
100.0

18,042
4,236
18,321
170,993

10.6
2.5
10.7
100.0

Table 910: Casualties by mode of travel

9

Light Goods Vehicles and Heavy Goods Vehicles
Table RAS30002 Reported casualties by road user type, age and severity, Great Britain, 2017. Reported Road Casualties
Great Britain: 2017 Annual Report

10
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Table 10 summarises collisions by mode compared with the modal split calculated as an
average two-way Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) flow for five count stations located along
the A38 study area. As a collision usually involves conflict between one or more individual road
users or vehicles, the sum of all modals involved will be higher than the total number of
collisions. The full AADT split by station is included in Table 11.

Mode of Travel

A38
No. of
Collisions
229

Car

%

90.2

Averaged
AADT
17,585

%

74.3

Goods vehicle (LGVs & HGVs)

31

12.2

5,792

24.5

P2Ws

33

13.0

219

0.9

Bus or Coach

5

2.0

72

0.3

Pedal cycle
Agricultural

3
1

1.2
0.4

4
-

0.02
-

Minibus
Other

1
34

0.4
13.4

-

-

Table 10: Collisions by mode of travel compared with modal split
Station
ID
6413
16387
26415
16386
38687

Location

Pedal
Cycles

P2Ws

Cars &
Taxis

Buses &
Coaches

LGVs

HGVs

All
Vehicles

Doublebois
Dobwalls
Menhenoit
Notter
Saltash

4
4
3
3
5
4

131
137
138
260
430
219

1,3199
1,4007
1,4993
1,8090
2,7635
17,585

91
51
85
65
66
72

3,410
4,456
3,746
4,089
6,533
4,447

1,175
1,493
1,028
1,103
1,925
1,345

18,005
20,145
19,989
23,607
36,589
23,667

0.02%

0.9%

74.3%

0.3%

18.8%

5.7%

100.0%

Average of all stations
% of All Vehicles

Table 11: Two-way AADT flow data split by mode of travel11

3.15 Analysis by Vehicle Manoeuvre
Table 12 shows the manoeuvres undertaken by road users at the moment of conflict. The
manoeuvres of “Going ahead other” (186 vehicles, or 35%), “Slowing or stopping” (109, or
20.5%) and “Waiting to go ahead but held up” (58, or 10.9%) accounted for the largest
proportion of manoeuvres which resulted in a collision. This is consistent with around 110
collisions (43.3%) resulting in a read end shunt (defined as the front of one vehicle contacting
with the rear of another vehicle), whilst 82 (32%) collisions involved loss of control through
skidding. “Turning right” accounted for largest proportion of collisions (25, or 4.7%) involving a
turning manoeuvre, but by and large turning manoeuvres account for comparatively few
collisions within the study area.

11

Annual Average Daily Traffic flow information for 2017 sourced from DfT: https://roadtraffic.dft.gov.uk/manualcountpoints
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Vehicles
undertaking
manoeuvre

%

Going ahead other
Slowing or stopping
Waiting to go ahead but held up
Going ahead left-hand bend
Going ahead right-hand bend
Turning right
Overtaking moving vehicle on its offside
Moving off
Changing lane to left
Changing lane to right
Turning left
Parked
Waiting to turn right
Waiting to turn left
Overtaking stationary vehicle on its offside
U turn
Overtaking on nearside

186
109
58
43
36
25
19
14
8
8
6
5
5
4
4
1
1

35.0
20.5
10.9
8.1
6.8
4.7
3.6
2.6
1.5
1.5
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.2

Total

532

100.0

Manoeuvres

Table 12: Vehicle manoeuvres

3.16 Analysis of Vehicles Leaving the Carriageway
Ninety (35.4% of the total 254) collisions resulted in one or more vehicles (103 in total) leaving
the confines of the carriageway because of a collision. A summary is provided in Table 13.

Vehicle Position Off-Carriageway

Did not leave carriageway
Left carriageway nearside
Left carriageway nearside and rebounded
Left carriageway straight ahead at junction
Left carriageway offside onto central reservation
Left carriageway offside onto central reservation and rebounded
Left carriageway offside and crossed central reservation
Left carriageway offside
Left carriageway offside and rebounded
Total

A38
No. of
vehicles
429
51
8
1
6
12
1
19
5

%

80.6
9.6
1.5
0.2
1.1
2.3
0.2
3.6
0.9

532

100.0

Table 13: Vehicles leaving the confines of the carriageway
Of the 103 vehicles that left the confines of the carriageway following a collision, a total of 84
vehicles struck an object situated off-carriageway. Trees (21 vehicles, or 3.9%) were the most
common object first struck by a vehicle leaving the carriageway, followed by the central crash
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barrier (14, or 2.6%) and wall or fence (14, or 2.6%). Not all of the collisions which resulted in a
vehicle leaving the carriageway were recorded as having struck an object off-carriageway.
Of the 58 collisions which resulted in fatal or serious injury severity, 28 (48.3%) resulted in one
or more vehicles leaving the carriageway. Seven of the 10 fatal injury collisions involved one or
more vehicles leaving the carriageway and striking an object off-carriageway. Of the 21
collisions that involved one or more vehicles striking a tree, nine (42.3%) resulted in serious
injury severity and one (4.8%) resulted in fatal injury (a KSI rate of 0.48). Of the 25 collisions
that involved one or more vehicles striking the crash barrier first (central, nearside or offside),
two resulted in serious injury severity and two resulted in fatal injury (a KSI rate of 0.16). The
KSI rate is significantly lower where a vehicle restraint system is present.
For the 103 collisions that involved a vehicle leaving the carriageway, a summary of the first
objects struck is summarised in Table 14.

A38

First Object Hit Off-Carriageway

Left carriageway but no object struck
Road sign/Traffic signal
Telegraph pole/Electricity pole
Tree
Central crash barrier
Nearside or offside crash barrier
Entered ditch
Wall or fence
Other
Total

No. of vehicles

%12

19
11
1
21
14
11
4
14
8
103

3.6
2.1
0.2
3.9
2.6
2.1
0.8
2.6
1.5
100.0

Table 14: First objects struck off-carriageway

3.17 Analysis of Collisions by Junction Detail
Table 15 provides a summary of where the collisions have occurred in relation to a junction. The
majority of collisions (169 of the total 254, or 66.5%) occurred mid-link and not at or within 20m
of a junction.
Junction detail
Not at or within 20 metres of junction
T or staggered junction
Roundabout
Other junction
Crossroads
Slip road
Using private drive or entrance
Total

A38
No. of collisions
169
38
30
9
5
2
1
254

%
66.5
15.0
11.8
3.5
2.0
0.8
0.4
100.0

Table 15: Collisions by junction detail / location

12

Percentages are calculated against the total 532 vehicles involved in a collision, of which 429 vehicles were recorded as
having not left the confines of the carriageway whilst 103 vehicles were recorded as having left the carriageway.
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3.18 Analysis of Collisions by Speed Limit
Table 16 provides a breakdown of collision numbers by injury severity and by speed limit. The
combined length of each section of speed limit has also been provided to enable a proportional
comparison between the percentages. Information regarding the speed limit has been identified
through the STATS19 data, which may not be geographically accurate due to potential
misreporting.

A38

Speed
Limit

Length of Section

Collision Severity
Slight

Serious

Fatal

Total

%

Km

%

30 mph
40 mph

22
23

2
3

0
0

24
26

9.4
10.2

0.916
2.293

2.3
5.8

50 mph
60 mph
70 mph
Total

97
18
36
196

31
2
10
48

8
0
2
10

136
20
48
254

53.5
7.9
18.9
100.0

20.328
2.922
13.154
39.613

51.3
7.4
33
100.0

Table 16: Collision severity by speed limit

3.19 Summary of Main Collisions Trends & Problems
The main collision trends and problems identified from the analysis of the five-year collision data
obtained for the A38 study area are listed below:


Speed related collisions;



Collisions involving a (rear end) shunt;



Collisions involving a goods vehicle;



Collisions occurring at a bend;



Collisions resulting in a vehicle leaving the confines of the carriageway;



KSI rate for collisions resulting in a vehicle leaving the confines of the carriageway;



KSI rate for collisions resulting in a vehicle striking an object off-carriageway;



KSI rate for collisions involving a P2W;



Collisions caused by a slippery road (due to weather), loss of control or skidding; and



Collisions resulting from lack of attention, distraction, fatigue or illness.

Most of the collision trends identified within the “A38 (A30 to A374) Route Safety Treatment
Review”13 report written by Kier remain an issue. The predominant collision trends identified
from the Kier report are summarised below:

13



Collisions in wet/dark conditions



Collisions at bends



Collisions with roadside objects

A38 (A30 to A374) Route Safety Treatment Review; Kier on behalf of Highways England, 2017
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Overtaking conflicts on 2-lane carriageways



Tree canopies disguising road alignments



Central reservation gap crossings



Collisions involving motorcyclists



Collisions in wet/dark conditions



Collisions at bends



Shunts in slow moving traffic



Collisions involving motorcyclists



Illegal/poor overtaking manoeuvres
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4. Review of SAFE38 Proposals &
Issues
Cornwall Council has been provided with a list of specific issues, recommendations and
potential remedial measures for consideration by SAFE38, a group campaigning for improved
road safety along the A38.
This section includes an assessment of the specific issues and recommendations proposed by
SAFE38, with commentary provided against each in the context of collision data analysis, other
relevant data, on site review of the route by road safety professionals and discussions with
Highways England.

4.1 Average Speed Cameras
The SAFE38 Group has requested the introduction of average speed cameras at various
locations along the A38, as listed in Table 17. The locations identified comprise both single lane
and dual carriageway with a range of existing speed limits. The sites have been identified where
excessive speed is often witnessed, in conjunction with the perception that these sections are
prone to speed related collisions:
Section of
A38

Total No.
of
Collisions

No. of
Speed
Related
Collisions

Speed
Limit
(mph)

Mean Speed

85%ile Speed

Eastbound

Westbound

Eastbound

Westbound

Dobwalls to
Bodmin14

84

3

50

43.1

41.9

47.7

47.5

Liskeard to
Catchfrench15

48

6

70 / 60

59.9

58.4

-

-

Trerulefoot to
Tideford

12

1

50 / 40

-

-

-

-

Tideford to
Landrake

32

3

50 / 40

-

-

-

-

Landrake to
Notter Bridge

10

0

40 / 50

-

-

-

-

9

3

50

46.5

46.5

-

-

Notter Bridge to
Stoketon
Cross16

Table 17: Summary of speeding collisions along sections highlighted by SAFE38

Analysis of the five-year collision data reveals that 49 (19.3%) out of the total 254 collisions
were attributed to speed related causation factors (codes 306 “Exceeding speed limit” and/or
307 “Travelling too fast for the conditions” with 17 collisions and 28 collisions attributed
respectively and four collisions assigned to both codes. Five of the 10 fatal injury collisions were
speed related; whilst 14 speed related collisions resulted in serious injury. The speed related

14
15
16

Data obtained from CORMAC
Data obtained from WebTris
Data obtained from WebTris
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collisions have a KSI rate of 0.39. Of the total 49 speed related collisions recorded along the
A38, 16 (33.7%) occurred within the sections identified by SAFE38 as being of concern.
Average speed enforcement cameras (ASEC) have been proven to be effective in improving
compliance of speed limits17. ASECs have numerous additional benefits aside from speed
reduction, including the reduction of speed differentials between vehicles travelling in the same
direction, potential Journey Time Reliability (JTR) improvements, the reduction in the number
and severity of collisions, as well as improvements to air quality. Highways England recommend
that ASECs are considered as part of a route-wide treatment plan specifically targeted at
reducing speed related safety issues along a route. ASECs are generally not suitable for
localised speed related issues (i.e. speed related collision hot spots) and are unlikely to be
given business case approval where static speed cameras would be more appropriate.
This report recommends consideration is given to ASECs along the dual carriageway section of
the A38 (which is subject to the national speed limit) between the Twelvewoods Roundabout to
the west and Catchfrench to the east. This incorporates the section from Liskeard to
Catchfrench identified within Table 17. Eleven of the 49 (22.4%) speed related collisions
occurred on the dual carriageway. The dual carriageway section provides an extended
opportunity for general traffic to overtake slower moving traffic, potentially allowing road users
an opportunity to reduce any journey time delays resulting from congestion experienced during
the single lane sections of carriageway where opportunities for safely overtaking slower moving
traffic are more limited.
There are some single carriageway sections of the A38 that are subject to speed limit changes
and junctions, including large roundabouts and signalised junctions, which disrupt free flow
traffic speeds. This in turn can create journey time delays and congestion so may not be
suitable for the deployment of ASECs. ASECs are generally most effective and offer best value
for longer sections of road, subject to a single speed limit where conditions are predominantly
free-flowing and without regular journey time delays. ASECs could be used on sections of road
with a minimum distance of 200m but are intended to be used only as a route-wide treatment
rather than tackling hot spot locations17. It is important to note that ASEC’s can be cost effective
on single carriageway sections subject to the right road conditions.
The challenging horizontal and vertical alignments of the single carriageway sections of the A38
make driving at or over the speed limit challenging for many road users. Sections of
carriageway where the forward visibility is restricted (often due to the verge side vegetation or
raised embankments aligning the sides of the carriageway) has the effect of naturally reducing
vehicle speeds. This is particularly evident in the 50mph speed limit sections between Bodmin
and Doublebois, as well as between Tideford and Notter Hill. Photos 1 & 2 (overleaf) show
examples of the differing carriageway alignment along the A38.

17

Volume 1: Developing the Business Case for Route-wide Safety Improvements that include Speed Enforcement Cameras on
the Highways England Strategic Road Network, Version 3 (Draft), Highways England, November 2019
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Photo 2: Section of dual carriageway

Additionally, the presence of agricultural and goods vehicles (of which light goods vehicles and
heavy goods vehicles account for 18.8% and 5.7% of the AADT modal split respectively) using
the route make it unlikely that road users can travel consistently at the speed limit along the
single carriageway sections of route. Slow moving vehicles naturally slow the speeds of
following traffic, with only the sections with climbing lanes or overtaking lanes allowing general
traffic an opportunity to safely overtake.
Highways England currently do not support the deployment of average speed cameras where
the speed limit is proposed to be decreased. The deployment of ASECs cannot therefore occur
in conjunction with lowering speed limits. The business case18 justification for deploying average
speed cameras recommends that vehicle speeds and collisions are monitored for a period after
the speed limit has been reduced before the deployment of speed cameras can be considered.
The reduction in speed limits is recommended as a priority over the deployment of average
speed cameras as part of proposals to improve road safety along the single lane sections of
carriageway, as discussed in Section 4.6 of this report.

18

Volume 1: Developing the Business Case for Route-wide Safety Improvements that include Speed Enforcement Cameras on
the Highways England Strategic Road Network, Version 3 (Draft), Highways England, November 2019
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Figure 5: Speed enforcement measures proposed along the route
It can be assumed that the deployment of ASECs along the single lane sections of carriageway
would be problematic and likely offer limited effectiveness at reducing speeds. It is therefore
suggested that alternative methods of traffic calming are utilised to reduce speeds, as discussed
in Sections 4.3; 4.6; 4.7; 4.10; & 4.12 of this report.
Recommendation: It is recommended that ASECs are installed only along the dual
carriageway section of the A38, between Twelvewoods Roundabout and Catchfrench. The
existing fixed position speed camera could be relocated as part of proposals to implement
and enforce a lower speed limit along the route (where recommended).

4.2 2+1 Sections Shortening
The SAFE38 group has raised concerns about selected locations and configuration of the 2+1
sections of carriageway. Some of these sections of carriageway begin either on, or close to,
bends whereby overtaking vehicles are in close proximity to oncoming traffic, potentially
resulting in head on collisions. It has been suggested that road safety could be improved by
shortening some of the 2+1 sections.
The typical collision types associated with a 2+1 section includes shunts, sideswipes, head on
conflict and most notably collisions involving an overtaking manoeuvre. An overtaking
manoeuvre was attributed to 24 (or 4.5%) of the 532 vehicle manoeuvres undertaken by road
users at the moment of conflict. A total of 44 collisions occurred within the 2+1 lane sections, of
which seven collisions specifically involved an overtaking manoeuvre.
There are 10 sections of 2+1 carriageway located within the A38 study area, as summarised in
Table 18. These act as climbing lanes, defined by the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) Volume 6, Section 1, Part 1: TD 9/93, P7/7 as “an additional lane added to a single or
Prepared for: Cornwall Council
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dual carriageway in order to improve capacity and/or safety because of the presence of the
steep gradient”. Climbing lanes are generally provided by means of entry and exit tapers and
act as a continuation of the nearside lane with widening to the offside so that overtaking traffic
has to merge with slower moving traffic at the termination points.

Photo 3: Eastbound climbing lane commencing at uphill gradient

Climbing lanes provide opportunities for general traffic to overtake slow-moving traffic, such as
heavy goods vehicles or agricultural traffic, and can improve traffic flows and safety by providing
safe areas to allow for overtaking, potentially reliving driver frustration (Photo 3). The appraisal
process for introducing climbing lanes as set out by the DMRB is robust, with clear direction
given for their prescribed use. The introduction of climbing lanes can potentially reduce collision
rates by 25%19.

19

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume 6 Road Geometry, Section 1 Links, Part 1 TD9/93 Highway Link Design
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Total No. of
Collisions

No. of
Collisions
Involving
Overtakes
0

No overtake collisions
recorded

5

1

Single overtake collision
involved a vehicle pulling
out in front of a motorcycle
that had overtaken another
vehicle

1

0

No overtake collisions
recorded

2

1

Single overtake collision
involved an eastbound
vehicle disobeying centre
line markings and colliding
head on with overtaking
vehicle

3

2

Both overtake collisions
were the result of losing
vehicle control

1

0

The only collision was a
rear end shunt

10

3

No head on collisions were
recorded. This issue was
highlighted in SAFE38
comments

2

0

No overtake collisions
recorded

5

0

No overtake collisions
recorded

11

0

No overtake collisions
recorded

44

7

4

West of Doublebois
(eastbound)

West of Trerulefoot
(westbound)
East of Trerulefoot
(eastbound)

East of Tideford (eastbound)

West of Landrake
(eastbound)
East of Landrake
(westbound)

East of Landrake
(eastbound)
West of Saltash (westbound)
West of Carkeel (eastbound)
Total

Comments

Table 18: Summary of collisions along 2+1 climbing lanes
Climbing lanes have set geometric layouts specified in the DMRB. A full width climbing lane
should be provided at least 100m uphill of the point whereby the gradient of the hill reaches 2%.
Full width climbing lanes should then terminate within 220m beyond the 2% gradient point.
Climbing lanes therefore have set points at which they must begin and terminate based upon
the level of gradient incline and decline (shown in Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Layout of a typical climbing lane (DMRB TD 9/93)
Reducing the length of the 2+1 sections of carriageway would require a deviation from the
DMRB, prompting a Departure from Standards and Highways England approval. Reducing the
length of the climbing lanes would reduce opportunities for general traffic to overtake slower
moving traffic, potentially leading to riskier overtaking behaviour. Frustrated motorists may be
more willing to try overtaking elsewhere along the route, potentially in the single lane sections of
carriageway where the alignment is less suitable to accommodate overtaking safely.
Terminating the climbing lanes on the incline (and not beyond the 2% gradient point, as
specified) could also pose the issue where overtaking traffic has too much forward visibility of
the merge point and oncoming traffic, leading to an increased risk of road users overtaking at or
beyond the termination point (in what would be an area of hatched road markings). Such
proposals could lead to unintended consequences of potentially increasing collisions involving
overtaking manoeuvres or head on conflict.
It is acknowledged that there are concerns from local residents regarding the 2 + 1 sections of
carriageway and that the balance between functionality and experiences of near misses need
further consideration to rebuild confidence. Table 18 provides more detail on the treatment of
each section so that any future review and design proposals can consider what improvements
are viable and would provide consistency.
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Ref
1

2

3

2+1 Section
East of
Bodmin
Parkway

West of
Doublebois

West of
Trerulefoot

4

East of
Trerulefoot

5

6

7

Direction

Cornwall Council
Project number: 60571547 - 0112

Adequate signage

Carriageway
condition

Yes

Good

In
between
right hand
and lefthand bend

Straight

Double solid line

Incorrect lane reduction signs on approach to
and at termination point (TSRGD dia. 517
used instead of 872.1). Existing signs
obscured by vegetation

Good

Right
hand bend

Straight

Double solid line

Yes

Good

Straight

N/A

Westbound

Eastbound

Termination
point

Westbound

Lane divide

Central reservation
(700m approach to
dual carriageway)

Westbound

Some lane reduction signs are only
provided on one side of the carriageway

Good

Right
hand bend

Straight

Double solid line

East of
Tideford

Incorrect lane reduction sign at termination
point (TSRGD dia. 517 used instead of
872.1)

Good

Uphill lefthand bend

Gradual
left-hand
bend

Double solid line

Eastbound

West of
Landrake

Lane reduction sign at termination point
potentially obscures a speed limit change
sign

Good

Uphill lefthand bend

Straight

Double solid line

Eastbound

Yes, although a potentially obsolete bus
stop sign is in place at the start point

Good

Straight
(on
approach
to left
hand
bend)

Straight (on
an incline)

Central median
(marked with solid
lines and red infill)

Good

Straight

Straight

Double solid line
(central median with

East of
Landrake
Westbound

8

Start point

East of
Landrake
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red infill provided on
both approaches)
9

10

West of
Saltash

Westbound

West of
Carkeel

Eastbound

Yes

Good

Gradual
right-hand
bend

Straight

Double solid line

Yes

Good

Gradual
left-hand
bend

N/A

Double solid line

Table 19: Summary of 2+1 climbing lane alignments
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It was noted that fixed position speed cameras are in place at the start and end of the climbing
lane heading westbound towards Landrake to discourage irresponsible driving/overtaking.
Proposals to curtail the climbing lane here would require the relocation of the fixed position
speed cameras to the new termination points, subject to additional cost and HE business case
approval.
Specific concerns were raised in regard to the 2+1 climbing lane on the eastbound approach to
Landrake (reference 6 in Table 19) as the start point is located on a cambered left-hand bend.
Anecdotal reports from road users suggest that forward visibility here is reduced due to the
bend as well as the presence of road side vegetation. It has therefore been suggested that the
starting point for the 2+1 section is relocated further east to the straighter section of
carriageway.
Whilst there does appear to be scope to relocate the starting point of this climbing lane,
effectively shortening it, doing so may impact the design standards of it as it is noted that the
start point appears to match the start point of the gradient – a departure from standards may
therefore apply if shortened. Additionally, shortening the amount of space available to overtake
at this location may unintendedly increase the amount of dangerous overtaking taking place on
the approach to Landrake as drivers would have less opportunity to do so (this could also result
in vehicles overtaking at other less suitable locations).
It is understood that Highways England have a long-standing aspiration to reduce the climbing
lane on the approach to Notter Bridge garage to a single lane to accommodate a formalised
right turn into the garage. Delivery of this scheme will form part of any future maintenance
scheme in this location.
Given that the provision and configuration of climbing lanes is prescribed within the DMRB,
opportunities to amend the start and termination points is limited. Greater benefits to road safety
along the route can be achieved through the introduction and installation of other road safety
measures rather than making changes to the existing climbing lanes. Such measures include
reduced speed limits at certain locations; narrowing the carriageway either with physically
features or by road markings; removal of vegetation at specific junctions; consistent use of road
markings and signage; as well as the installation of compliant Vehicle Restraint Systems.
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Figure 7: Carriageway configuration along A38 study corridor
Recommendation: The use of climbing lanes is prescribed by the DMRB as a way to
improve safety and reduce journey time and overall congestion. Existing climbing lanes
appear to meet DMRB standards (although level surveys would be required to determine
this). Making changes to the climbing lanes may result in the departure of national highway
design standards and would be subject to review to determine viability.

4.3 Median Widening / Surface Treatment
The SAFE38 group have proposed that central median markings are widened and infilled with
red surfacing to have the psychological effect of visually narrowing the carriageway, in turn
leading to increased driver awareness and reduced speeds, it is acknowledged that overuse
could lead to loss of impact and this will form but of any future review.
The section of carriageway east of Tideford, where lane widths are particularly wide (approx.
11m) was specifically highlighted. This section consists of single lane carriageway located
between two climbing lanes, both of which have central hatched areas marked.
The central hatched road markings can be extended from both climbing lanes to cover the
single lane section of carriageway, reducing the lane widths in both directions. A concept design
layout has been developed for this proposal, see Appendix C.
SAFE38 has requested solid white line markings on either side of the hatching, however, this
would not be possible as TSRGD regulations only prescribe solid lines where hatching is less
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than 1.5m in width. The hatching here exceeds this, and so solid lining can only be provided on
one side of the hatching.
It was noted during site visits that central hatch markings are currently provided at various
locations along the entire A38 route, and that some (but not all) are infilled with a red surface
treatment. Some of the existing infilled areas were noted to be worn and would benefit from
being renewed as part of routine maintenance.
As part of further discussions, Highways England have confirmed that their preferred approach
to reduce single carriageway lane widths is through the provision of hatched areas adjacent to
carriageway edges along with solid centre lines rather than providing areas of centre hatching.
Pushing traffic further apart by widening the central hatching may lead to unintended
consequences of drivers feeling as though they are further away from oncoming traffic and this
may lead to an increase in speeds.
A consistent approach / strategy for using such treatments along the route will need to be
developed to identify the key design principles (lane widths etc.), taking into account the
potential maintenance costs of providing coloured surfacing on such a well-used route as well
as the potential loss of impact due to over-use of red infill surfacing. An important outcome of
this should be using common treatments and solutions in similar situations (see Photo 4).

Photo 4: Inconsistent use of infill hatched markings on westbound approach to Stoketon Cross

Recommendation: The hatched road markings to the east of Tideford should be widened and
infilled with a red surface treatment to visually narrow the carriageway, improving the separation
between opposing traffic streams. A strategy for adopting these treatments along the entirety of
the route should be developed to provide a consistent approach throughout.

4.4 Stopping Distance Signs
In order to reduce the occurrence of shunt collisions (of which 110 of the total 254 collisions
resulted in a rear end shunt) it has been requested that consideration is given to installing
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signage to warn drivers of the need to provide a suitable stopping distance to the vehicle in
front. Additionally, the installation of matrix signage has been suggested to provide advance
warning to drivers of queuing traffic ahead.
All road signs and markings installed within the United Kingdom must comply with the Traffic
Signs and General Directions (TSRGD, 2016) unless special authorisation is obtained from the
Department for Transport (DfT).
At the time of writing, all of the prescribed signage relating to stopping distances, including
‘Keep your distance’ signs (TSRGD diag. 2934), ‘Keep apart 2 chevrons’ signs (diag. 2933) and
chevron road markings (diag. 1064) are approved for use only on the motorway network, as
shown in Photo 5 & Photo 6. None of these signs or markings are prescribed for use on an ‘A’
classification trunk road such as the A38.
A variant of the prescribed signage has previously been trialled by Highways England on the AllPurpose Trunk Road (APTR) Network. However, the Regional Safety Coordinator for the South
West confirmed that permission would not be granted for a further trial of a non-prescribed
APTR variant of the motorway ‘Keep apart 2 chevrons’ sign on the A38.

Photo 5: Signing and lining to encourage
road users to keep their distance

Photo 6: ‘Keep apart 2 chevrons’ (diag. 2933)
sign

Highways England have undertaken studies in 200520 and 200621 to ascertain the effectiveness
of VMS for improving safety through encouraging increased headway between road users. It
should be noted that both of these studies took place on motorways rather than ‘A’ roads. There
are no known similar studies that have taken place on the ‘A’ road network to date.
The 2005 report suggested that the use of the message ‘Keep your distance’ achieved a
potential statistically significant impact. However, the results of the further testing undertaken in
2006 found that the message did not show statistically significant evidence of changing driver
behaviour.
Based on the results of these studies no further research has been recommended and such
‘Keep your distance’ VMS signs have not been introduced across the motorway network.
Recommendation: It is not recommended this type of signing is implemented for the
reasons stated.

20

Effectiveness of VMS Safety Messages On Road Trial: June/July 2005; Mott MacDonald on behalf of the Highways Agency,
November 2005

21

Effectiveness of VMS Safety Messages On Road Trial: January/February 2006; Mott MacDonald on behalf of the Highways
Agency, April 2006
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4.5 Overhanging Vegetation Review
Overhanging vegetation along the A38 was raised by the SAFE38 group as a specific issue that
impacts road safety through the reduction of forward visibility, especially at bends along the
single carriageway sections. Poor forward visibility can often lead to shunt collisions (due to
poor visibility and awareness of traffic downstream), collisions involving overtaking manoeuvres
(where visibility to oncoming traffic is obscured), as well as issues for traffic exiting side roads
(where mainline traffic may be obscured).
Removal of vegetation can greatly improve forward visibility, as well as providing a number of
wider positive impacts including:


Removal of tunnelling effect;



Road surfaces will dry quicker; &



Reducing flickering of sunlight through vegetation, which can affect visibility.

Caution however, would need to be given before embarking on any widespread vegetation
clearance works along the route beyond routine maintenance. Although removing trees and
vegetation from the inside of bends may improve forward visibility sight lines, it is likely to be
impractical at the majority of locations due to the scope of vegetation removal required to
achieve meaningful benefits, the local topography (i.e. embankments), risk of environmental
damage (including the impact on wildlife such as bats, which will require mitigation, & ability to
meet Green for Growth and Carbon Positive objectives), land ownership issues as well as the
likely outcome of increased vehicle speeds.
Several studies (as detailed in the Transport Research Laboratories report ‘TRL564’22) have
linked the presence of trees and vegetation lining a route to a decrease in mean vehicle speeds.
It is often the case that individuals will drive at a speed appropriate for the local road conditions,
and that a road environment which is perceived as hazardous will lead to road users adopting a
more cautious driving behaviour. The widespread removal of trees and vegetation would likely
lead to an increase in mean vehicle speeds.
A further study undertaken by the DfT in Norfolk 23 demonstrated that the removal of verge side
vegetation fronting the carriageway had the negative effect of increasing vehicle speeds. There
was a clear and statistically significant shift of more vehicles driving at higher speeds, with the
proportion of vehicles travelling between 56 and 61mph increasing by around 8%, whilst the
proportion travelling between 61 and 65mph increased by around 15-20%. The removal of
vegetation increased visibility, and it is widely accepted that improvements to visibility can lead
to potentially unintended consequences of increasing vehicle speeds.
Trees can often pose a significant road safety hazard due to the poor dissipation and absorption
of energy when struck by a moving vehicle which has left the carriageway. The energy
generated from the collision is related to the mass of vehicle, speed at the point of impact and
the angle of approach/contact. The sudden transference of energy when an immovable tree is
struck can often lead to an increase in severity; both in terms of the vehicle impact and injury to
the driver and occupants.
The removal of trees and vegetation to improve sight lines would often involve the removal of
vegetation from the inside of a bend (and not on the outside). Any increase in vehicle speeds
22

TRL564: Road Design Measures to Reduce Drivers’ Speed via ‘Psychological’ Processes: A Literature Review

23

Norfolk Rural Demonstration Project: ‘A’ Class Road Network Vegetation Clearance, 2009/2010
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(influenced by the improvement in forward visibility) could lead to an increased risk of vehicles
leaving the carriageway on the outside of the bend (see Photo 7 below). The wider provision of
vehicle restraint systems (VRS) would be required to mitigate this issue, as this could otherwise
contribute to an unintended increase in collision risk and injury severity (see 4.12.2).
Considering the physical characteristics of the terrain in which the A38 passes it is likely that the
targeted removal of trees and vegetation lining the road side would only provide a limited
improvement. The local topography results in considerable sections of the route being fronted
by embankments which would need to be cleared along with the tree line to enable a significant
improvement in forward visibility splays.
Where mature vegetation is not present, it is recommended that the hedgerows lining the route
are cutdown and regularly maintained to a height just above the existing verge side marker
posts. This was already noted as having occurred at the western extents of the route in the
section from Carminow Cross to Bodmin Parkway where shunt collisions have been identified
as a specific issue of concern (see Photo 8 below). The height reduction of the hedgerow
enables vehicles to be visible downstream, improving awareness of other road users and
potential hazards. Whilst the hedgerows still partially obscure the alignment of the carriageway,
reducing the hedgerow height has the benefit of improving hazard perception whilst still
encouraging cautious driver behaviour. Prior to undertaking these works ownership of
hedgerows would need to be confirmed and discussions surrounding maintenance agreements
with adjacent landowners will be required.

Photo 7: Mature vegetation fronting the A38

Photo 8: Vehicles visible above hedgerows

It is also recommended that vegetation is cleared at junctions where the y-axis visibility splay is
obscured, making it difficult for traffic exiting a side road to safely gap seek onto the main road.
This is recommended specifically at junctions/accesses with a history of collisions involving
traffic exiting onto the A38. Figure 8 overleaf shows the DMRB visibility splay requirements. The
visibility splay required is predominantly influenced by the speed limit of the major road24, with
higher speeds resulting in the need for an increased splay, as summarised in Table 20.

24

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume 6 Road Geometry, Section 2, Part 6, TD42/95: Geometric Design of
Major/Minor Priority Junctions
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‘y’ Distance (m)

50

60

60

90

70

120

85

160

100

215

120

295

Table 20: Summary of design speeds and visibility splay distance

Figure 8: Side road visibility splay requirements (DMRB TD 9/93)

The following side roads and accesses have been specifically identified following an analysis of
the collision data (table 21 overleaf).
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No. of
Collisions
at Junction

No. of
Junction
Exit
Collisions

%age

Vegetation
Present

Vegetation
Restricting
Visibility

C125 (Stoketon Cross)

5

3

60%





B3252

3

3

100%





C10 (Lower Clicker Road)

3

2

66%





B3251

2

2

100%





C122 (Stoketon Cross)

2

2

100%





C262 (Pound Hill)

2

1

50%





C708

1

1

100%





B3360

1

0

0%





C232

1

0

0%





C36

1

0

0%





B3271

1

0

0%





Unclassified Roads

14

6

43%

-

-

36

20

56%

-

-

Total

Table 21: Junctions identified from collision data

Of the six collisions that occurred whilst exiting unclassified roads onto the A38, two occurred at
the entrance of Trago Mills; one occurred at the private access to Lower Lodge, one occurred at
Kilna Lane; one east of Dobwalls; & one at Geffery Close (Landrake).
Based upon the site visits undertaken, vegetation clearance would benefit visibility splays at the
Trago Mills entrance / exit and Kilna Lane junctions. It was noted that visibility at Lower Lodge
was restricted, but this was due to the existing property boundary wall rather than vegetation. It
is assumed that vegetation on the Trago Mills junction site is located on private land, the
removal of which would require third party agreement.
Locations which include cluster sites are discussed in more detail in Section 4.8.
Given the associated costs and underlying practicality issues of undertaking large scale tree /
vegetation clearance and earthworks, it is recommended that time and resources would be
better invested in providing alternative speed management, traffic calming, and passively safe
measures alongside a programme of regular maintenance.
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Recommendation: Rather than focusing resources on undertaking large scale vegetation
clearance, increased investment in speed management, traffic calming, and passively safe
measures are recommended. The vegetation fronting the A38 will require regular
maintenance, including reducing the height of hedgerows to improve awareness of vehicles
downstream. Visibility splays for vehicles exiting side roads/accesses onto the main road
should be maximised (within prescribed guidance) to improve gap seeking but may require
private landowners agreeing to the proposals.
It is also recommended that the RRRAP be undertaken along the corridor, with the aim of
improving the VRS coverage to reduce the risk of vehicles leaving the carriageway and to
make the road environment more forgiving. However, the majority of land where VRS would
be installed is in private ownership and would require land purchase. Opportunities may
arise to carry these improvements out as part of any embankment reinforcement works so is
considered a longer-term aspiration.

4.6 Speed Limit Review
A review of the existing speed limits along the A38 was requested following concerns regarding
excessive speeding and poor speed compliance along the route. SAFE38 raised a number of
specific locations, however, this review also considered other locations along the route. Areas of
concern as raised by SAFE38 include:


A38 from Half Way House to St Neot junction;



A38 through the village of Tideford; &



A38 through the village of Landrake.

The review of existing speed limits has been undertaken in accordance with the DfT guidance
on ‘Setting Local Speed Limits’25. As detailed within this document the underlying aim of any
such review should be to achieve a ‘safe’ distribution of speeds. The key factors to be taken into
consideration when making any decisions on local speed limits are:


History of collisions;



Road geometry and engineering;



Road function;



Composition of road users (including existing and potential levels of vulnerable road
users);



Existing traffic speeds; and



Road environment.

While these factors need to be considered for all road types, they may be weighted differently in
urban and rural areas with consideration given to the impact on local communities and the
environment. Figure 9 overleaf shows the existing speed limits along the A38.

25

DfT Circular 01/2013 ‘Setting Local Speed Limits’
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Figure 9: Existing speed limits along the A38
Analysis of the A38 collision data shows that the contributory factor for the 28 collisions were
attributed to “driving too fast for the conditions” and 17 collisions due to “exceeding the posted
speed limit” (contributory factors assigned within the STATS19 records). Four collisions were
assigned to both. In combination, the contributory factors related to speed made up 19.3% of all
collisions recorded.
Using the framework provided within the Setting Local Speed Limits circular it is proposed that
some speed limits along the A38 are reduced. A more detailed assessment for each location is
included in the following sections.

4.6.1 Tideford
Tideford village is located approximately five miles west of Saltash, with the A38 passing directly
through the centre of the village. Tideford has a population of approximately 325. Residential
properties are present along both frontages of the A38, with the remaining properties accessed
from two side roads that form a cross road junction with the A38. Well used public amenities are
located either side of the A38 with the junction of Church Road and Bridge Road serving as the
main desire line for pedestrians, including many vulnerable pedestrians (especially children and
the elderly).
DfT guidance states that fear of traffic can affect people's quality of life in villages and it is selfevident that villages should have comparable speed limits to similar roads in urban areas. It is
therefore government policy that a 30mph speed limit should be the normality through villages.
The Traffic Advisory Leaflet 01/04 (DfT, 2004) suggests a reasonable minimum criterion for
defining a village, for the purpose of applying a village speed limit of 30mph. This includes:
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20 or more frontage houses (on one or both sides of the road);



A preferred minimum length of 600 metres.
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At locations where there are fewer than 20 frontage houses present, extra allowance should be
made for any other key buildings in place, such as a church, shop or school.
Although the minimum length for a 30mph speed limit as set out in Circular Roads 1/93 is
approximately 800 metres, a number of local authorities are successfully using a minimum
length of less than 800 metres. Given this, TAL 01/04 suggests that the minimum recommended
length could be reduced to 400m, with at least 600m being preferable.
Although Tideford falls below the criteria set in terms of the number of frontage properties, the
length of the village is over 400m and several key buildings are present that serve the local and
wider communities. The A38 currently poses significant severance of pedestrian desire lines
which many local residents find intimidating (particularly for children, the elderly or those with
mobility or visual impairments).
Five collisions occurred within the village during the study period, of which one resulted in
serious injury, with the remaining four resulting in slight injury severity. Of these five collisions,
two collisions were rear end shunts on the westbound village approach; one involved a vehicle
turning right onto the A38 across the path of a westbound vehicle; one was the result of a driver
suffering a medical episode; and one resulted following the loss of control of an eastbound
vehicle.
Whilst none of the contributory factors for these collisions are speed related, 60% of them
involved manoeuvres which require driver judgement of other vehicles. The reduction of the
speed limit through Tideford will provide additional reaction time for drivers, help facilitate gap
seeking whilst also improving the quality of life for residents.
The existing road geometry and layout lends itself to a 30mph speed limit and it is likely that
vertical or horizontal traffic calming measures would not be required, aside from installing
replacement speed limit signage and road marking roundels. Coloured High Friction Surfacing
(HFS) and dragon teeth road markings are already present on the approaches to the existing
uncontrolled crossings and pedestrian refuge island.
The installation of fixed speed cameras on both approaches to Tideford, similar to those in place
at Landrake, will encourage drivers to travel at the reduced speed limit. However, Highways
England will need to review and approve any such measures to ensure that they conform to
current policies and guidance. This will ensure a consistent approach is taken across the wider
SRN within England.
The recommendation for reducing the speed limit would also complement proposals to install a
traffic signal-controlled crossing within the centre of the village, replacing the existing
uncontrolled crossing and refuge island (See Section 4.7).
The risk of a pedestrian suffering fatal injury after being struck by a car increases slowly until
impact speeds of around 30 mph. Above this speed, the risk increases rapidly, so that a
pedestrian who is hit by a car travelling at between 30 mph and 40 mph is between 3.5 and 5.5
times more likely to be killed than if hit by a car travelling at below 30 mph. Elderly pedestrians
have a much greater risk of suffering fatal injuries than other age groups.
A reduction in traffic speeds on the approaches to a potential new crossing will therefore help
reduce the proposed braking distance, as well as to reduce the potential injury severity in the
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event that a vehicle comes into conflict with a pedestrian crossing the carriageway. A plan
detailing a proposed package of measures in Tideford has been provided in Appendix F.

4.6.2 Landrake
Landrake is located approximately four miles west of Saltash, with a population of approximately
1,000. Although the A38 passes through the village, the majority of properties and amenities,
including a post office, public house, primary school and two churches, are located to the south
of the A38.
Although there are no residential properties directly fronting the A38 within Landrake, the
configuration of the road creates considerable severance and an inhospitable environment for
pedestrian mobility within the village. The lack of frontage development may give drivers
passing through the village a false impression that the pedestrian activity and crossing
movements are likely to be low. Whilst a grade separated pedestrian footbridge is present, this
is likely to be viewed as inconvenient for some user groups, especially vulnerable road users
including those with visually and/or mobility impairment. It is likely therefore that a proportion of
local residents will continue to cross the A38 at-grade.
There has been a total of 11 collisions in the past five years along the A38 within Landrake, two
of which resulted in serious injury with the remaining resulting in slight injury severity.
Around 64% of these collisions were the result of rear end shunt, with a further 18% attributed to
a turning manoeuvre at a junction. Over 80% of these collisions can therefore be attributed to
difficulties of drivers assessing the speed or direction of other vehicles around them. Reducing
the traffic speeds within the village will provide drivers with additional reaction time and
improved gap acceptance that could potentially reduce the risk of a collision occurring.
Given the pattern of collisions that have occurred within Landrake and the need for pedestrians
and local residents to cross the carriageway at-grade, the proposed reduction in the speed limit
from 40mph to a 30mph should be considered. The existing fixed position speed cameras
located on the approaches to the village could be reconfigured to help improve compliance and
enforcement.

4.6.3 Bodmin to Trago Mills
The section of A38 between the Halfway House Inn and the junction leading to St Neot, east of
Trago Mills, was highlighted as being of concern, and a reduced speed limit for this section is
recommended.
This narrow section consists of a winding length of single lane carriageway that cuts through
woodland areas with physical features, including trees and embankments, on either side and
has a posted 50mph speed limit.
As part of the site visits it was also felt that the section of carriageway between the Halfway
House Inn and the easternmost 2+1 carriageway section, west of Bodmin Parkway Station, is
also comparably narrow. Consideration was therefore given to reducing the speed limit for this
section of the A38.
Within this section of the A38 there were 52 collisions over the collision review period. Of these
just over 19% were assigned the primary contributory factor of “failed to look properly” and 17%
had the secondary contributory factor of “failed to judge another person’s path or speed”. Only a
single collision was assigned the primary contributory factor of “exceed the speed limit”, similarly
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only one collision was recorded as having exceeded the speed limit as a secondary contributory
factor.
Given the challenging nature of this section of carriageway it is unlikely that drivers can drive
comfortably or safely at, or over, the posted 50mph speed limit for much of it and therefore
speed plays a reduced role in the collisions that occur here. However, as speed limits should be
set to match the physical environment and how drivers react to it, reducing the speed limit to
40mph would convey and reinforce the need for drivers to take additional care whilst travelling
along this section as well as providing additional reaction time.
It is not recommended that the speed limit is reduced for any sections of carriageway that
include a 2+1 climbing / overtaking lanes, many of which are subject to an existing 50mph
speed limit. It is unlikely that slow moving traffic or goods vehicles would intentionally reduce
their speeds to below a posted 40mph speed limit, resulting in general traffic having to
intentionally exceed the posted speed limit to be able to overtake. Reducing the opportunity for
general traffic to overtake in these sections would also lead to increased diver frustration and
impatience, could contribute to riskier decision making and an increased risk of collisions due to
dangerous overtaking elsewhere along the route. These sections should remain at the existing
speed limit to give sufficient opportunities for slow moving vehicles to be overtaken.
Sections where it is recommended that the speed limit is reduced are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Proposed sections of reduced speed limit
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Recommendation: Consideration be given to reducing the existing speed limit in Tideford
(from 40mph to 30mph); Landrake (from 40mph to 30mph); and the section of carriageway
between Bodmin Parkway and Trago (from 50mph to 40mph). Reduction of the speed limit
will require further speed surveys and assessment (including output from the DfT Speed
Limit Appraisal Tool) to provide the necessary evidence to back business case development
to secure funding.

4.7 Traffic Signal Controlled Pedestrian Crossing at Tideford
The A38 passes through the middle of Tideford, causing significant severance of pedestrian
desire lines. Residents rely on two uncontrolled crossing points, of which one is situated in the
centre of the village and the other on the eastern outskirts.
Due to the 40mph speed limit along this section of the A38, concerns have been raised
regarding the suitability of the uncontrolled pedestrian crossings, particularly the one located
within the centre of the village which is regularly used by school children and elderly residents. It
has been requested that consideration be made for26:


Installation of a new signalised crossing within the village;



Reduction of the speed limit through the village to 30mph;



Installation of fixed position speed cameras on both approaches to the village;



Provision of additional road signs on the approaches to the village to provide drivers
with sufficient warning of pedestrians crossing the road;



Increasing the size of the pedestrian island; &



Provision of a school crossing patrol officer at the new crossing during school peak
times.

Other measures for consideration include:


Construction of a new footbridge;



Construction of a new car park; &



Installation of physical measures (bollards and lay-by infilling) to prevent parking on the
eastbound crossing approach.

Based upon the site conditions the installation of a signalised crossing is feasible. Concept
designs have been developed for a single-phase straight across crossing and a staggered
crossing (Appendix D). The controlled crossing is to be proposed at the location of the existing
uncontrolled crossing in the centre of the village, as shown in Photo 9 overleaf. This would be
subject to further preliminary and detailed designs at a later date.

26

Letter from SAFE38 Vice Chairman to Cornwall Council Portfolio Holder for Transport dated 12 th December 2018
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Photo 10: Vehicles parked of footways

Whilst the staggered pedestrian crossing facility provides increased storage within the central
pedestrian refuge island (a request from the SAFE38 comments), it is recommended that the
single-phase straight across crossing be implemented. The main advantages of the two
crossing layouts are discussed in Table 22.
Straight-across Layout

Staggered Layout

 Reduced pedestrian delay as pedestrians cross
both carriageways in one movement

 Larger area of storage within the central
pedestrian refuge island.

 Easier to anticipate for drivers as traffic held on
both approaches at same time

 Pedestrians only required to cross one
carriageway width at a time

 Holding traffic together helps to break up traffic
flow, providing better gap seeking opportunities
for road users pulling out of nearby accesses or
side roads

 May feel less intimidating to vulnerable
pedestrians (the elderly, mobility impaired etc.)

 Crossing layout is more compact, helping to
maintain length of existing right turn pocket
 The proposed crossing is likely to be of a similar
footprint to the existing uncontrolled crossing
(less change to existing road markings and
HFS)

 Shorter green man time, less queuing on A38,
may lessen air quality impact.
 Complies with DMRB recommendations as
carriageway is over 11m wide.

 Likely to be cheaper than staggered
arrangement.

Table 22: Summary of the benefits associated with the proposed controlled crossings
Appropriate lane widths will need to be maintained to accommodate agricultural traffic and other
large vehicles which regularly uses the A38. A kerb-to-kerb minimum lane width of 3.75m is
recommended, whilst a 3.65m lane width is suitable where demarcated with road markings. The
existing pedestrian warning signage on both approaches should be replaced with the ‘Traffic
signals ahead’ warning signs to TSRGD diag. 543. No additional road signs are recommended
to keep the amount of street furniture to a minimum.
On-footway parking was observed (Photo 10), often on the eastbound approach to the existing
uncontrolled crossing within the centre of the village. Residents were noted to park on the
southern footway for ease of accessing their properties. An existing inset layby on the northern
side of the carriageway allows unrestricted parking for four to five cars. Some road users were
observed parking on the northern footway outside of the inset bay, causing a partial obstruction
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for pedestrians. Double yellow “No waiting at any time” parking restrictions are clearly marked
on the carriageway at these locations. It is assumed that the lack of regular, visible enforcement
leads to non-compliance.
Uncontrolled parking does potentially pose a road safety issue, with sight lines to the existing
uncontrolled (and the proposed controlled crossing) potentially being compromised by vehicles
parked on the approaches. The presence of the parked vehicles also contributes to the
narrowing of the pedestrian footways, which could affect accessibility for pushchair and
wheelchair users.
Physical measures (such as planters, bollards or pedestrian guard railing) could be installed to
help prevent vehicles from being parked on the footways. The example use of planters is shown
in Photos 11 and 12. In the absence of enforcement, this could instead lead to parking within the
traffic lanes, resulting in the unintended consequence of creating a pinch point which could
obstruct the through flow of traffic passing through the village. More regular and visible parking
enforcement is needed to help improve the situation. The responsibility for undertaking parking
enforcement falls to the local highway authority, Cornwall Council.
Consideration would need to be given to the environmental and aesthetic impact of installing
any physical measures to prevent footway parking. Bollards may lead to the streetscape feeling
cluttered. A continuous line of planters or pedestrian guard railing would create further
severance whilst potentially encouraging increased vehicle speeds through the village. Planters
will provide more aesthetic appeal than bollards, however, ongoing maintenance must be
considered. The promotion of a local community scheme to manage the upkeep of the planters
could be considered to help keep maintenance costs to a minimum. Consideration should be
given to maximising the clear available footway widths where practicable.
Highways England are aware of the issues related to the crossing and the desire for a long-term
improvement. In the short term, agreement was reached with the local bus operator to stop
within the road (which prevents cars from passing) permitting children to cross over safely.

Photo 11: Examples of street planters

Photo 12: Planters protecting footway

The construction of a new footbridge is unlikely to be feasible due to the high costs involved and
the amount of land take required. The footways through the village are not sufficiently wide
enough to accommodate the stairways required for a footbridge, whilst ramped access is
unlikely to be feasible, making the footbridge inaccessible to push chair and wheelchair users.
The installation of a new signalised crossing would largely negate the need for a pedestrian
footbridge. Introducing a controlled crossing at this location would improve safety of crossing
movements but the introduction of traffic signals may lead to a negative impact on the air
quality.
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The existing car park on the northern frontage was observed to be often under-utilised during
the day, with residents preferring to park on the footways. However, anecdotal reports from local
residents suggest that the car park is often at capacity during evenings and overnight.
Preventing current uncontrolled parking practices will further compound this.
A plot of land situated to the west of Tideford, on the southern side of the A38, has been
identified as a possible site for a new car park. However, further discussions and feasibility work
is required to determine the viability of providing such a facility and is therefore considered a
future aspiration at this stage. The needs of local residents will need to be taken into account if
a car park facility is developed in the future.
Initial costs for such a facility are suggested to be in the region of £125,000 - £150,000. This
cost is based upon providing approximately 20 spaces from a crate system, which was
proposed in a similar area classified as an area of outstanding natural beauty. This cost is an
estimate of the car park construction only and does not account for the creation of an access to
the A38, which would need to be determined.
A public consultation with the residents is required to determine the wider views on the parking
restrictions in the village. The reasons that residents do not use the existing public car park
should be established to help identify how best to maximise the use of the existing facility.
Based upon the site conditions observed, reducing the speed limit from 40mph to 30mph is
recommended, full details of are included in Section 4.6.1 of this report.
Recommendation: In discussions with Highways England, the recommendation is to
pursue viable options for an improved crossing in this location together with the 30mph
speed limit. Consideration will be given to the impact this will have on air quality issues in the
area.
It is recommended a localised public consultation be undertaken regarding the potential
implementation of physical measures to prevent footway parking. Measures to improve and
promote the use of the existing car park should be considered. More visible enforcement of
the parking restrictions is required through Cornwall Council parking enforcement team.

4.8 Limiting Right Turns
Collisions involving right turn manoeuvres along the A38 have been raised as a specific issue of
concern. It is often perceived that the combination of fast-moving traffic, restricted visibility
splays and poor judgement in determining gap acceptance has led to issues for road users
turning right onto the A38. SAFE38 have suggested introducing right turn restrictions at specific
locations including the minor junction at Tredinnick Road (leading to St. Erny) and Notter Bridge
Garage to prevent these manoeuvres from taking place.
No right turn collisions were recorded at the Tredinnick Road junction. A slight collision right turn
collision was recorded at Notter Bridge Garage whereby a vehicle turning right out of the garage
was struck by a westbound vehicle.
Analysis of the five-year collision data identified four locations along the route where three or
more collisions involving a right turning manoeuvre occurred, the locations where a right turn
collision has resulted in a fatal or serious severity injury are also been included.
The junctions identified as being of concern (from west to east) include:
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Trago Mills entry / exit;



B3252;



B3251 / Lower Clicker Road; and



Stoketon Cross (C0125 / C0122).
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Table 23 provides a breakdown of the collisions for each junction by injury severity.

Junction

Fatal

Serious

Slight

Total

Trago Mills

0

2

1

3

B3252

0

2

2

4

B3251 / Lower Clicker Road

0

0

4

4

Stoketon Cross (C0125 / C0122)

0

0

5

5

Table 23: Right turn collisions by junction and by injury severity
A more detailed analysis of each junction is included in the following sections.

4.8.1 Trago Mills
At the Trago Mills junction, all three recorded collisions involved exiting vehicles turning right
across the path of oncoming A38 eastbound traffic. All three collisions were assigned the
contributory factor of either ‘failed to look properly’ or ‘failed to judge other person’s path or
speed’. All three collisions occurred on a (separate) Saturday afternoon between the hours of
12:00 and 16:00. It is likely that traffic volumes at this junction would have been high at these
times, both in terms of traffic along the A38 and traffic exiting the Trago Mills retail site.
Whilst localised vegetation clearance at the junction would improve visibility splays for drivers,
there is no direct evidence to suggest that this is a causation factor in the occurrence of
collisions at this location. It is likely that road users become frustrated whilst waiting for an
appropriate gap to pull out due to heavy traffic flows along the A38. With few junctions or traffic
signals present along this section of the A38, vehicles tend to bunch together in convoy rather
than be spaced apart or group together in platoons, making it difficult to judge as to when it is
safe to pull out onto the mainline.
Restricting the right turn manoeuvre on exiting the site would be problematic due to the lack of
viable alternative routes and high traffic numbers seeking to make the right turn, especially at
weekends. Road users would have to travel west towards Bodmin to make use of existing
roundabouts before travelling in an eastbound direction, a combined total distance of
approximately 12 miles. Alternatively, road users would turn off at the next available side road to
turn around within the junction mouth before having to make the right turn, potentially displacing
right turn demand to less suitable locations and an increasing the risk of conflict with u-turning
traffic.
Whilst the A390 does run parallel to the A38 along this section, the access routes linking the two
are currently only single-track country lanes and would not be suitable for the displacement of
traffic flows. Substantial works, including widening of the carriageway and widening of existing
narrow railway bridge structures would be required to bring these alternative routes up to the
required standard to safely accommodate two-way traffic.
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The increased journey distance to Bodmin along with the financial cost of upgrading any of the
access roads linking the A38 to the A390 makes restricting the right turn from Trago Mills
unfeasible.

Figure 11: Potential alternative routes if right turn out of Trago Mills was prohibited

4.8.2 B3252 Junction
Four right turning collisions occurred at the A38 junction with the B3252, evenly split between
vehicles turning right onto the B3252 and onto the A38. The two collisions involving vehicles
turning in resulted in serious injury, whereas both collisions involving vehicles turning out
resulted in slight injury severity. The primary contributory factor for all four collisions was
reported as ‘failed to look properly’.
If the right turn movement was restricted on entry to the B3252, traffic wishing to make this
manoeuvre would have to continue along the A38 to the Trerulefoot roundabout, exit onto the
A374, turn right onto the A387 and then right onto the B3252, a detour of approximately 12.5
miles. This route could be reversed if the right turn out of the B3252 was restricted at the A38.
This route predominantly consists of a single lane in each direction with sufficient width and
capacity to accommodate the displaced traffic flows. However, there are short sections of the
A387 & B3252 that reduce to just a single lane carriageway which is not of sufficient width to
accommodate two-way traffic flow, as located on the approaches to the junction with the B3252
/ A387. Additionally, this junction would also benefit from remedial measures to improve visibility
splays. It is also noted that a single lane access road links the B3252 and A387 together,
circumventing the junction between the two. However, as this is narrow and directly passes a
primary school, this route is not to be encouraged as a viable alternative.
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Although an alternative route has been identified that would enable access if the right turns at
the B2352 junction were to be restricted, it is not recommend due to its length.

4.8.3 B3251 / Lower Clicker Road
This staggered junction comprises the B3251, south of the A38 and Lower Clicker Road to the
north. Two slight injury severity collisions involving vehicles turning right across westbound
traffic onto the A38 occurred at the junction with the B3251 / A38. Two slight injury severity
collisions also occurred at the Lower Clicker Road junction with the A38, one involved a right out
of and the other right turn into Lower Clicker Road.
Given that the B3251 joins the B3252, restricting right turns at the junction with the B3251 / A38,
either onto or exiting the A38, could feasibly be accommodated by the same alternative route
arrangement as discussed above for the B3252, with the same constraints being shared. A
logical approach would be to restrict right turn movements at both junctions rather than tackling
an individual junction to prevent any traffic displacement issues.

Figure 12: Potential alternative routes if right turn at B3251 & B3252 was prohibited
A major improvement scheme is currently being designed that involves the construction of a
new grade separated junction at Lean Quarry with side road improvements, with construction
due to commence in 2021. Once in place the three existing at-grade junctions at Lean Quarry,
Torr Farm and Menheniot will be closed, removing any potential for right turning conflicts. This
scheme will provide road safety benefits whilst causing the least amount of inconvenience to
drivers, negating the need for lengthy detours to access the A38.

4.8.4 Stoketon Cross (C0125 / C0122 junction)
The staggered Stoketon Cross junction comprises the C0122 to the south and the C0125 to the
north. Five slight injury severity right turn collisions were recorded), all involved road users
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turning right out onto the A38, one from the C0122 and four from the C0125. All of these
collisions recorded the primary causation as ‘failed to look properly’.
It is likely that the C0125 is seen as an attractive route to connect onto the A38 from the A388,
avoiding the need to access the A38 from Carkeel Roundabout. In its current configuration the
A388 would be able to act as an alternative route, of approximately three miles, if the right turn
onto the A38 at the junction of the C0125 is restricted. Although no recorded collisions involved
vehicles turning right from the A38 onto the C0125, alternative links to this road as well as the
A388 are located nearby in Saltash and the Carkeel Roundabout.
Given its relatively short distance, the alternative route suggested is feasible, however, a further
review of traffic volumes would be required to determine the displacement impact on Carkeel
Roundabout.

Figure 13: Potential alternative routes if right turn at Stoketon Cross was prohibited
With only a single collision linked to vehicles turning right out of / onto the C0122, it is not
considered necessary to proceed with a right turn restriction at this location. It is acknowledged
that a potential development at Broadmoor Farm, will be linked to a major junction upgrade in
the longer term.

4.8.5 Other Locations
SAFE38 raised concerns regarding the lack of opportunities to turn right onto the A38, due to
constant traffic flow, at the junctions of the B3249 (leading to St Germans), and side road
junctions within Tideford and Landrake.
No PICs were recorded at the junction of the B3249 and A38 during the five-year study period.
Whilst it is acknowledged that turning right at this junction can be difficult due to heavy traffic
flows, the introduction of a signalised crossing within Tideford (see Section 4.7) will provide
breaks where traffic is held for a period of time, leading to more platooning of vehicles and
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improved gap seeking. Reducing the speed limit (see Section 4.6) will reduce the overall vehicle
stopping distances required, especially prevalent given that 43% of all collisions recorded
involve a rear end shunt. It is therefore, considered that the introduction of a signalised crossing
will provide an improved environment negating the need to ban the right turn movement.

4.8.6 Fatal or Serious Injury Severity: Right Turning Collisions
Along the A38 study area, a single fatal collision and three serious injury collisions involving
right turn movements were recorded at junctions where fewer than three collisions in total were
recorded.
Details of the fatal collision (ref: 18296969) can be found in Section 3.13 of this report. The
three serious injury severity collisions are detailed below:


15BD2B005 (August 2015): A car turned right onto the A38 across the path of a light
goods vehicle travelling eastbound. As a result of the collision the driver of the car
suffered serious injuries and the passenger in the car suffered slight injury. This collision
occurred along the unnamed road directly to the west of Trago Mills.



16142387 (December 2016): A light goods vehicle exiting the junction of Kilna Lane
turned right onto the A38 across the path of an eastbound motorcyclist. The motorcyclist
suffered serious injuries and the goods driver slight injuries as a result. The collision
was attributed to ‘failing to look properly’.



18292291 (April 2018): A motorcyclist heading eastbound was struck by a vehicle
turning right onto the A38 from Geffery Close, Landrake. The rider of the motorcyclist
suffered serious injuries.

Recommendation: Further feasibility investigation is recommended to fully assess the
alternative routes available for restricting right turn movements at the B3252, B3251 and
Stoketon Cross junctions with the A38 (beyond the scope of this report), acknowledging
potential future major schemes at these junctions.

4.9 Farm Traffic Limitation
SAFE38 raised concerns regarding farm traffic using the A38 during the morning and evening
peak traffic hours (7:30-8:30am & 4:30-5:30pm respectively). Farm traffic was identified as a
possible contributory factor to congestion and driver frustration, leading to dangerous driving
and risky behaviour(s), and SAFE38 proposed that farm traffic should be prohibited from the
A38 during these times.
Beyond the potential controversy prohibition of farm traffic in a predominantly rural community,
several issues make this proposal difficult to implement along the A38 in its current layout.
Highways England is currently considering upgrading a selected proportion of its ‘A’ Road
network to improve safety, including the proposal to prohibit slow moving vehicles (including
farm traffic e.g. tractors) from using them. It should be noted that such works will look to
upgrade ‘A’ roads to motorway standard including removing roundabouts, traffic signals and
constructing new slip roads to allow traffic join or exit the dual carriageways, with all other
junctions being removed. Slow moving traffic, including cyclists, horses, pedestrians, mopeds
and tractors, would be prohibited from using the upgraded sections.
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Currently, only the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon has been identified for this type of
upgrade, at a cost of £1.4 billion.
Other ‘A’ roads where the prohibition of farm traffic is being considered include the A55 dual
carriageway (Holyhead to Chester) in Wales, where the Welsh Government is investigating the
potential legal issues of the proposal and will be undertaking a full consultation process with key
stakeholders including Farmers Unions in due course, as well as the A90 (Aberdeen West
Periphery Route) in Scotland, which is a new bypass that has been given the same restrictions
as a motorway rather than a classified ‘A’ road.
Prohibiting farm traffic, as shown below in Photo 13, therefore primarily forms part of an overall
package of measures related to achieving a motorway design standard specification for a preexisting ‘A’ road. There are currently no plans to upgrade the A38 to a motorway standard in the
foreseeable future.

Photo 13: The A38 is often used by farm traffic, including tractors with trailers

A pre-requisite for undertaking any upgrades is the prior identification, or creation, of alternative
routes for slow moving vehicles, something which is difficult to identify for the A38 given the
strategic importance of the route. It is likely that any alternatives available would utilise the
surrounding country lanes, some of which are likely to be prohibitively narrow to prevent
oncoming road users from safely passing one another.
There are likely to be legal issues with introducing such a ban (in particular where proposed
separately to the upgrading of an A classification road to motorway standards). For a prohibition
to be effective, legal enforcement of the restrictions would be required. It is unclear what offence
would be committed in the event of contravention, whilst it is also unclear as to who would
enforce this if contravened. At the current time, the TSRGD (2016) does not provide any
provision for signs to specifically prohibit agricultural vehicles. Special approval from the DfT
would be required, with support from the Police to enforce.
It should be noted that only one collision (0.2%) out of the total 254 collisions recorded during
the five-year study period involved conflict with an agricultural vehicle. No references were
made to farm traffic for any of the other collisions.
Several laybys have been provided along the A38 route specifically for agricultural vehicles to
pull into allowing traffic behind to flow. It should be noted that there is no compulsory
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requirement for these to be used, however targeted educational campaigns will be useful to
promote their use.
Recommendation: It is recommended that proposals for prohibiting farm traffic along the
A38 are not progressed. There is no evidence within the collision data that agricultural
vehicles contribute to the high collision rate along the A38. Proposals to prohibit farm traffic
are likely to be contentious and damaging to the local rural community. There are few
alternative routes available, whilst restricting farm traffic to narrow country roads could cause
collision and congestion issues elsewhere.

4.10 Revised Layout in Villages
SAFE38 requested consideration of revised road layouts within the village centres of Tideford
and Landrake, the only villages which the A38 passes directly through. It is noted that the
villages of Doublebois and Trerulefoot are also signposted on A38 and as such have been
included within the scope of this review.
Four slight injury collisions occurred within Tideford, of which:


Two were the result of a rear end shunt;



One occurred after a vehicle turning right across the path of an A38 westbound vehicle
and



The remaining collision was due to the driver suffering from a medical episode, causing
them to blackout whilst driving.

In Landrake village, 11 collisions were recorded. Two collisions resulted in serious injury, one
the result of a bus leaving the carriageway and hitting a tree and the other the result of a vehicle
turning right at the Geffery Close junction hitting an eastbound motorcyclist (see Section 4.8.5
for more details).
The remaining nine collisions resulted in slight injury, seven of these (77%) were the result of
rear end shunts (four eastbound and three westbound). Of the remaining two collisions, one
was the result of a motorist turning left into Pound Hill across the path of a motorcyclist, and the
other involved a pedestrian being hit after an argument with a driver.
Village gateway treatments are present on the eastbound entry to the Bodmin-Dobwalls
Gateway Zone (east of Carminow Cross), as well as both entries to the villages of Tideford
(Photo 14 overleaf) and Landrake (Photo 15 overleaf), as well as the eastbound approach to
Doublebois.
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Photo 14: Gateway & 40mph speed limit on Photo 15: Gateway & speed limit on eastbound
eastbound approach to Tideford
approach to Landrake

These gateways are consistent in both layout and appearance, with road signs for the village
name positioned below a speed limit sign to TDRGD diag. 670, both of which are mounted on a
yellow backing board with external illumination. The signs are accompanied by a red coloured
surface treatment banding which also incorporates a speed limit roundel road marking. A place
name road sign on a yellow backing board is provided on the westbound entry to Doublebois;
the notable difference to the other locations being that the speed limit does not change on this
approach. The only notable exception to this signing convention is for Trerulefoot which is
signed without yellow backing board. It is understood that yellow backing boards are only
installed at village gateways where a reduced speed limit is in operation, as this is not the case
at Trerulefoot (a national speed limit restriction is in place), yellow backing boards have not
been provided here.
The layout of the village gateways is representative of best practice; providing a clear and
conspicuous transition when entering a village which is subject to a lower speed limit. Further
improvement could be achieved by installing a panel of white fencing to accompany the signing
(as shown in Photos 16 & 17 below) to make the gateways stand out further, however this may
be difficult to incorporate at some locations (such as Tideford) where pedestrian footways are
provided due to the potential to obstruct pedestrian desire lines.

Photo 16 and Photo 17: Example of village gateways
This report recommends reducing the speed limit in both Tideford and Landrake (Section 4.6),
as well as introducing a signalised crossing in Tideford (Section 4.7), no further
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recommendations are suggested regarding revising the road layouts in either Tideford or
Landrake.
The collision data suggests that the primary cause of the collisions within the villages is the
misjudgement of vehicle speeds approaching on the main road, resulting in shunts and
collisions involving turning manoeuvres at side roads. Reducing the speed of traffic passing
through the villages will provide drivers with improved opportunities for gap seeking. It will also
assist in helping to determine the direction and speed of approaching vehicles, whilst also
reducing the potential injury severity in the event of a collision.
Recommendation: Proposed measures to reduce traffic speeds in both Tideford and
Landrake should be progressed, taking a data led approach at dealing with historic collisions
involving shunts and turning manoeuvres within the villages.

4.11 Drainage
The SAFE38 group suggest that drainage issues exist along the route with excess surface
water on the carriageway contributing to collisions. The location of Notter Bridge was specifically
mentioned where this is perceived to be a problem.
In the area on and directly surrounding Notter Bridge, 12 collisions were recorded of which only
one was assigned the contributory factor of “slippery road (due to weather)”, suggesting that the
build-up of surface water is not a significant contributory factor for collisions occurring at this
location. No collisions were attributed to flooding or standing water at this location. Only two
collisions recorded along the A38 were attributed to flooding; one of these occurred near
Doublebois Bridge and resulted in serious injury and the other occurred approx. 375m
southeast of the Catchfrench junction.
SAFE38 indicated concerns regarding flooding at Notter Bridge, especially following periods of
heavy rainfall, given that the level of the River Lynher is influenced by the tide at this location. It
is therefore likely that any issues at this location due to the build-up of surface water is related to
localised flooding potentially going beyond simple gully maintenance. In consideration of
previous flooding issues here, various measures could be introduced to minimise its impact on
road safety including:


Provision of HFS treatment to improve skid resistance;



Routine gully maintenance;



Provision of embossed road markings; &



Installation of compliant VRS.

Collision data analysis has led to the identification of six cluster sites based upon the number of
collisions that occurred in non-dry conditions. These sites are all locations whereby at least
three or more collisions have taken place in non-dry conditions:


Bend aprox. 650m east of roundabout with Turfdown Road (seven collisions);



Bodmin Parkway junction (three collisions);



Moorswater westbound slip road (four collisions);



Catchfrench junction (four collisions);
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Polmarkyn Railway Bridge (four collisions); &



North of Notter Bridge Garage (four collisions).

Of the 254 collisions that occurred along the A38, 16.9% (43 collisions) were assigned the
contributory factor of “slippery road (due to weather)”. In comparison over 22% of all collisions
that took place during the same period (58 collisions) took place whilst it was raining and over
33% (86 collisions) occurred on either a wet or damp carriageway surface. This suggests that
only a proportion of collisions that occurred in rainy conditions or when the carriageway was wet
were attributed to the standing water on the surface, with other causation factors attributed as
the primary causation for the remaining collisions.
Cluster sites have also been identified for these collisions, including:


Moorswater westbound slip road (three collisions); &



Approx. 375m southeast of the Catchfrench junction (three collisions).

A total of 14 collisions (33%) attributed to slippery carriageway conditions (relating to the
weather) took the form of shunt collisions, with vehicles unable to brake in time whilst slowing
down or stopping for traffic in front. This suggests that other factors may be involved, and with
slower speeds and greater level of awareness, several of these collisions could potentially have
been avoided.

Photo 18: Drainage issue at Kilna Lane.

Photo 19: Ponding at eastbound approach
to Kilna Lane.

Localised ponding issues were evident during the site visit (such as at the junction of Kilna
Lane), which took place during wet conditions. These issues were largely isolated to the verge
side of the carriageway and didn’t appear to affect the majority of carriageway running lanes
(see Photos 18 & 19 above). Carriageway gullys were often noted to be blocked with debris and
detritus. Given the topography of the area and the presence of vegetation lining the
carriageway, it would be advisable to ensure an effective drainage maintenance regime is in
place.
Recommendation: Whilst the specific locations highlighted by SAFE38 do not appear to
suffer from collisions involving standing water on the carriageway, it is essential that a
thorough drainage maintenance programme is in place, or any existing programmes are
regularly reviewed to minimise water ponding on the carriageway. Highways England carries
out wet road surveys on an annual basis to detect issues on the Trunk Road network.
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4.12 Other Proposals
SAFE 38 also identified a number of general issues along A38 route (with no specific
recommendations) for review. These were also considered as part of this report. Several
interventions were identified which are aimed at providing a consistent approach to improving
road safety along the route, as listed in the following section.

4.12.1 Maintenance (Route-wide)
Improved maintenance along the A38 corridor could provide worthwhile road safety benefits.
Some of these recommendations are referenced elsewhere within this report but are
summarised below:


Vegetation cutbacks and tree pruning (Section 4.5), including the reduction in height
of the hedgerows. Clearance of vegetation can remove obstructions to visibility splays,
most notably at side road junctions and of potential hazards downstream. Removal of
vegetation can also improve ambient natural lighting levels, minimise the build-up of
detritus on the carriageway, whilst also removing potential road side hazards. Any
vegetation removal must consider the unintended consequences of increasing speeds.



Drainage cleaning (Section 4.11), including the removal of debris and detritus within
carriageway gullys. Clearance of blocked gullys help to improve the capacity of the
drainage network, reducing the risk of surface water ponding on the carriageway.



Cleaning of road signs - Numerous signs were noted to be in a poor condition, either
due to excess dirt or damage (caused by sun bleaching or contact with passing traffic).
Poor maintenance of the existing road signing can lead to signs becoming difficult to
read, which is a particular issue for retro-reflective signs.



Verge side marker posts - Numerous verge side marker posts were noted to be
missing or damaged, likely due to vehicles coming into contact following a collision or
damage through maintenance activities, such as grass and vegetation cutting. The
posts should be replaced as required to help demarcate the carriageway alignment.



Road markings – Although the existing road markings along the route were noted to be
in a generally good condition overall, the condition should be monitored, with faded
markings being replaced where frequently overrun by traffic.



Surface treatments – Existing surface treatments in several locations were noted to be
becoming worn. Surface treatments have a limited lifespan before becoming worn or
delaminating from the existing surface course. This is less important in locations where
the surface treatment is providing a visual deterrent (such as areas of red infill hatching)
and more important where a surface treatment has been provided to improve skid
resistance and traction, such as on junction approaches or at bends.

It is understood that Highways England undertake a number of regular inspections and
annualised surveys as part of an ongoing maintenance regime, aimed at addressing many of
the issues identified above.
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4.12.2 Vehicle Restraint Systems (VRS)
The current provision of VRS along the A38
route is inconsistent in coverage, type and
length. The collision analysis highlighted
seven of the 10 fatal injury collisions
recorded involved one or more vehicles
leaving the carriageway and striking an
object off-carriageway. Of the 21 collisions
that involved one or more vehicles striking a
tree, nine (42.3%) resulted in serious injury
severity and one (4.8%) resulted in fatal
injury (a KSI rate of 0.48).
Whilst it is acknowledged that the VRS may
have been compliant when first installed, the
VRS provision would benefit from being
reviewed. It is recommended that the Road
Restraints Risk Assessment Process
(RRRAP) be undertaken along the route in
accordance with TD19/06 'Requirement for
Photo 20: Location recommended for VRS

Road Restraint Systems', with consideration

given to upgrading VRS coverage in line with
current standards, specifically at locations where collisions have resulted in vehicles leaving the
carriageway. The widespread removal of trees and vegetation on the outside of bends is
unlikely to be practical, therefore safety measures should be provided to make the road
environment more forgiving in the event of a loss of control.
Photo 20 shows a site at Pengelly (near Trago Mills) that would benefit from a VRS. The photo
shows a low-level fence sited on the outside of a bend where four collisions have led to one or
more vehicles leaving the carriageway. It should be noted that implementing new VRS at this
location (and elsewhere along the route) may require land owner consent.
It is recommended that additional underside protection is provided for sections of VRS located
on the outside of bends to ensure that the barrier is motorcycle friendly. Fifteen collisions
occurred where motorcycles left the confines of the carriageway. The force of motorcyclists and
pillion riders coming into direct contact with the vertical VRS supports can often pose a
significant risk of serious or fatal injury. Terminal points should be proposed to a P4 specification
to minimise the risk of errant vehicles being launched into the air and over the barrier where a
traditional P1 ramped terminal might otherwise be provided (as installed elsewhere along the
route).

4.13 Other Options Considered
4.13.1 Audio Tactile Line Markings
Highways England (HE) were contacted as part of enquiries as to whether they would support
the potential use of Audio Tactile Line Markings (ATLM) within double white continuous line
markings on the A38. ATLMs provide an audible and tactile notification alerting the driver of a
possible lane departure when the vehicles tyres overrun the raised ribs along the marking.
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Several collisions along the A38 were attributed to causation factors such as distraction in
vehicle (12 collisions), illness or blacking out (eight collisions), disobeyed white lines (five
collisions) and fatigue (five collisions). Many of these resulted in loss of vehicle control at sharp
bends or head on collisions. These sections are already marked with double white lines
(TSRGD diag. 1013.1) to discourage overtaking.
ATLMs are promoted in both Australia and New Zealand, where issues of fatigue and poor
attention commonly result in head on conflict (see Photos 21 & 22). These have been viewed as
being successful at reducing similar collision types to those found on the A38.

Photo 21: Example of Audio Tactile Line
Markings (ATLM)

Photo 22: Application of ATLM abroad

Raised profile markings in the UK are already incorporated within the nearside edge of
carriageway markings to help raise motorists’ attention to lane discipline. It is proposed that
similar raised profile ATLM style markings could also be used on the offside, incorporated within
the double white lining. No vehicles, including motorcyclists or cyclists, should intentionally
cross the double white lines, therefore, they should not pose a hazard in themselves. There are
very few cyclists on the route, and they would be expected to be positioned nearside. The sites
where ATLMs would provide the most benefit have no junctions nearby and, as no residents live
in the immediate vicinity, intrusive noise should not pose an issue.
TSRGD 2016 allows the use of raised profile road markings to diagrams 1012.2 and 1012.3,
which incorporate an audible and tactile marking, to demarcate the edge of carriageway.
However, Chapter 5 of the Traffic Signs Manual (TSM) states that only edge line markings to
diagrams 1012.2 and 1012.3 may make use of raised profile lines, and that “Raised profile
markings must not be used as part of any marking or in any circumstances other than as
specified above”. There is no known precedent for the use of such ATLMs for double white lines
(diagram 1013.1) on an APTR, such an application would, therefore, require formal DfT
approval and agreement with HE.
HE has discussed the proposals with the DfT on a scheme on the A36 in Wiltshire.
Unfortunately use of ATLMs are not supported and cannot be considered for the A38 at this
time. The DfT response provided by HE (in relation to the A36) is included in full below:
“As you may be aware, the use of raised profile road markings to diagrams 1012.2
and 1012.3 are not prescribed by the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
2016 for use as a centre line marking on single carriageway roads. Consequently, any
proposal for the use of raised profile road markings in a manner not prescribed by
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TSRGD would need to be authorised on behalf of the Secretary of State, via the
Department for Transport. We have engaged with the Traffic Signs Policy team on
your behalf to determine their views on such a proposal.
Whilst it is acknowledged that the provision of a raised profile road marking in the
centre of a single carriageway road might have potential benefits in terms of providing
a sensory and audible warning, DfT are not currently willing to support the use of such
a marking at least until such time that it can be thoroughly tested and any benefits and
disbenefits evaluated. Such testing may require the use of off-highway trials under a
controlled environment. There are of course instances where vehicles, including
motorcycles, may lawfully cross a double white line system, either where one side of
the marking is intermittent, or indeed where both markings are continuous. It is these
instances where there is uncertainty as to how the marking will perform.
Whilst the use of raised profile road markings as a double white line system appears
an interesting concept worthy of further exploration, until such time that concept has
been tested and evaluated to enable DfT to take an informed view, the use of
prescribed measures is recommended. Such measures might include ensuring that
appropriate traffic signs and road markings are provided, are in good condition and
clearly visible and consideration of the use of alternative prescribed markings such as
diagram 1013.1(B) where space permits. It is also noted that the closer spacing of
road studs associated with double white line systems (3m – 4.5m) will also provide an
increased sensory effect. Whilst the use of raised profile road markings to diagram
1012.2 or 1012.3 are not prescribed, an embossed marking (such as Rainsafe by
Hitex or Rainline by Ennis Flint) can still provide a degree of sensory effect and is
compliant with TSRGD so long as the overall height of the marking does not exceed
6mm.”
-

Senior Technical Advisor, Highways England

As ATLMs are not yet approved, the use of embossed road markings is recommended to
provide a limited rumble and audible effect (see Photos 23 & 24). They also provide the
additional benefits of improved water drainage and visibility due to the peaks of the raised road
marking profile being visible to the driver above the level of the surface water. Light from vehicle
headlights is reflected from the raised peaks, giving the driver an enhanced navigational aid.

Photo 23 & Photo 24: Examples of embossed road markings
Both HE and DfT are encouraging further research as to the potential benefits ATLMs could
provide. Approval could be granted in the future if further research can prove that no negative
safety or environmental issues would be posed through the use of ATLMs in this scenario.
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5. Other Route Issues / Measures
Identified
5.1 Cluster sites analysis
In addition to the locations highlighted by SAFE38, Cornwall Council identified a number of
collisions sites along the A38. These were analysed in an attempt to identify any other possible
safety issues along the route, including the identification of collision cluster sites, commonly
referred to as collision ‘hot spots’. The data used within this report covers the period of
December 2013 to November 2018 (refer to Section 3). This dataset differs from the 2011 to
2015 period reflected in Highway’s England A38 (A30 to A374) Route Safety Treatment Review.
It is possible that this will lead to a difference in collision hot spots and or some of the
recommendations.
For the purposes of this review, a cluster site is defined as a site where three or more collisions
have occurred in close geographic proximity to one another. Collision analysis seeks to
determine any commonalties amongst the collisions that could be attributed to a site-specific
issue, making the site appropriate for the introduction of collision remedial measures. Safety
measures can be targeted at specific collision types, potentially reducing collision numbers on
the assumption that collisions of a similar nature would be prevented from re-occurring in the
future. Cluster sites are commonly located at junctions joining a main road.
The top 10 sites identified through the cluster site analysis were considered. The following
locations within the A38 study area have been identified as collision cluster sites:
Site ref

Cluster Sites (ordered by collisions)

No. of Collisions

1

Carkeel Roundabout

11

2

Stoketon Cross (C0122 junction)

7

3

East of Trerulefoot

6

4

Pengelly (near Triago Mills)

5

5

Tiddy Valley (west of Kilna Lane)

5

6

Bodmin Parkway

4

7

Trerulefoot

4

8

Burraton

4

9

Carminow Cross Roundabout

4

10

Twelvewoods

4

Table 24: Summary of cluster site locations

An analysis of the collision cluster sites is included in the following section, with an emphasis on
identifying any commonalities within the collision types, conditions, causations and locations
which would assist in the recommendation of effective remedial measures.
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Consideration has been given to proposing remedial measures which are to be considered
‘quick wins’ where possible (i.e. measures that can introduced prior to the financial year end of
2020).
It is noted that several of the suggestions made in relation to the additional cluster sites
identified are also covered within Highways England’s Route Safety Treatment Review report as
produced by Kier in 2017.
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5.1.1 Carkeel Roundabout
Cluster Site 1: Carkeel Roundabout

Cluster Site 1: Problem & Recommendations

Total number of collisions: 11

View from A38 eastbound approach to
Carkeel Roundabout.

Evidence of vehicles over-running the northeastern extents of the roundabout

Significant collision trends identified:
 10 collisions resulted in slight injuries, whilst one collision resulted in serious injury.
 Seven collisions in total were the result of rear end shunts on the approaches to and on
the roundabout.
 Three of these shunt collisions occurred on the eastbound approach; one occurred on the
southbound approach; one occurred on the westbound approach; one occurred on the
northbound approach; and one occurred on the eastbound exit of the roundabout.
 Three collisions in total related to vehicles changing direction on the roundabout into the
path of surrounding vehicles.
 One collision was the result of a vehicle losing control at the roundabout due to
approaching at high speed.
Associated site observations:
 It is noted that a major scheme implemented in 2017 resulted in the reconfiguration of the
junction and the introduction of traffic signals.
 None of the recorded collisions took place following these works although it should be
noted that the data used is yet to be confirmed.
 Some lane widths on the roundabout appear to be narrow, especially for large vehicles,
with overrunning evident at some locations (most notably the north-eastern kerbline).
Recommendations:
Data that Cornwall Council hold indicate that the 11 recorded collisions at this site took place
prior to the roundabout being upgraded in 2017 to incorporate traffic signal control, therefore
possible safety improvements have not been considered as part of this report. The collision
history of the roundabout should be monitored to assess how the implementation of the traffic
signals and associated improvements impacts on road safety in future months.
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5.1.2 Stoketon Cross (junction with the C1022/C0125)
Cluster Site 2: Stoketon Cross junction with the C1022/C0125
Total number of collisions: 7

Plan view of the Stoketon Cross junction with the
C1022 (southern arm) and C0125 (northern arm)27

South-eastbound traffic overtaking an
agricultural vehicle turning left onto the C0125.

Cluster Site 2: Problem

Significant collision trends identified:
 Six collisions resulted in slight injuries, whilst one collision resulted in serious injury.
 Five collisions involved vehicles turning right out of the side road (C0125) across the path
of south-eastbound traffic on the A38.
 Three collisions involved a motorcyclist.
 Two collisions involved vehicles turning into and out of the C1022 junction.
 One collision involved a motorcyclist that was overtaking a left turning vehicle.
Associated site observations:
 The right turn filter lanes on the A38 approaches to both side roads appear excessive in
length. As a result, the central islands are located some distance away from both
junctions, leading to vehicles overtaking in the middle of the junction.
 A half width deceleration lane (nearside diverging taper) is in place on the south-eastern
approach to the C0125 and north-western approach to the C1022.
 Road users decelerating before turning left into the C0125 were often seen to be
overtaken by south-eastbound traffic following behind, risking potential conflict with any
vehicles waiting within the right turn filter lanes in the central area of the junction. Visibility
for the road user overtaking is often obscured by the vehicle in front, meaning that traffic
exiting the side road may not be immediately visible.
 A high friction surface (HFS) treatment is present on both A38 side road approaches.
 The continuous and even traffic flows on the A38 make it difficult for road users exiting the
side roads to gap seek onto the A38.
 In 2014 a safety scheme was implemented to introduce pedestrian islands with the
objective of limiting overtaking through the junction. These were sited in their current
location to accommodate queuing traffic and take account of the limited forward visibility
created by the vertical profile of the junction. The impact of this scheme has reduced
personal injury collisions from 9 in 4 years before the scheme to 5 in 4 years after.

27

Google Earth Pro™ imagery in the form of Google Map™ and Google Streetview™ have been used, unmodified, within this
document. This imagery has been used within the extents of the AECOM license agreement with Google Inc.
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Potential measure(s) – any measures would need to be considered in
Timescale
the context of development at Broadmoor Farm.

1

Reduce length of right turn waiting areas on A38; relocate northwestern island further south-east (being mindful of private accesses);
and relocate south-eastern island further north-west.

2

Install new island between the staggered junctions to discourage A38
Medium term
traffic from overtaking slowing vehicles.

3

Consider introducing a right turn restriction at the C0125 junction with
Medium term
A38, potentially with a traffic island to physically enforce the restriction

Undertake an assessment against TD42/95, with a view to narrowing
4a the south-eastbound carriageway of the A38 approaching the C0125
to remove the nearside diverging taper.

Medium term

Medium term

or
Undertake an assessment against TD42/95, with a view to replacing
the existing nearside diverging taper with a nearside auxiliary lane on
4b
Medium term
the A38 south-eastbound approach to the C0125 (feasibility subject to
land ownership) (preferred option)

Cluster Site 2: Recommendations

Advantages:
 Reducing right turn capacity for the C0125 & C0122 junctions and relocating the central
island closer to the junctions will discourage A38 traffic from overtaking vehicles slowing
down to turn left at either junction. This would avoid situations whereby overtaking
vehicles are masked to those exiting the junction.
 Restricting the right turn from the C0125 onto the A38 would remove a conflict point that
has been highlighted by collision data. It is likely that traffic uses the C0125 to avoid
connect onto the A38 from the A388 to avoid using Carkeel Roundabout.
 Removing the nearside diverging taper on the south-eastern approach to the C0125 will
effectively narrow the carriageway preventing south eastbound vehicles from overtaking
left turners.
 Replacing the nearside diverging taper with a nearside auxiliary lane would reduce the
risk of shunt collisions (as left turning traffic straddles the nearside traffic lane under a
nearside diverging taper layout).
 Replacing the nearside diverging taper with a nearside auxiliary lane on the south-eastern
approach to the C0125 will result in left turning traffic being off the main traffic lane of the
A38, reducing the risk of shunts and improving visibility between traffic on the A38 and
road users exiting the side road.
Disadvantages:
 Relocation of central islands may not be enough to discourage south-eastbound traffic
from overtaking other vehicles that are slowing down in preparation to turn left at the
junctions.
 Repositioning the traffic islands may be constrained due to vehicle swept paths.
 Traffic wishing to turn right at the C0125 would have to be diverted along the A388 to the
Carkeel Roundabout in order to access the A38. This additional journey may result in
significant inconvenience for some road users.
 Additional traffic using Carkeel Roundabout could increase congestion.
 Replacing the nearside diverging taper with a nearside auxiliary lane would be dependent
on land ownership and may not be feasible due to the proximity of an existing residential
property along the northern frontage of the A38, immediately west of the C0125. This
option is also likely to be costly.
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5.1.3 Polmarkyn Railway Bridge, East of Trerulefoot
Cluster Site 3: Polmarkyn Railway bridge, east of Trerulefoot

Cluster Site 3: Problem

Total number of collisions: 6

View eastbound of the Polmarkyn railway bridge. Tall vehicles need to travel within the centre
of the carriageway (straddling the centre line markings) due to the sloped arch of the bridge.
Significant collision trends identified:
 Five collisions resulted in slight injuries, whilst 1 collision resulted in serious injury.
 Four shunt collisions occurred on the approaches to the carriageway narrowing at
Polmarkyn railway bridge (one involving eastbound traffic and three westbound).
 One serious injury collision involving a head on conflict occurred after an eastbound
motorist veered into the path of oncoming westbound traffic (attributed to driver illness).
 One slight injury collision occurred after a north-eastbound motorist left the carriageway
on the nearside and collided with a hedge and tree (also attributed to driver illness).
Associated site observations:
 Due to the sloping arches of the bridge structure, large vehicles must straddle both lanes
by adopting a central position within the carriageway to pass safely underneath. Large
vehicles run the risk of head-on conflict with oncoming traffic.
 Although advance signage of the height restriction and potential for oncoming vehicles is
provided there is limited amount of time before such vehicles can be seen.
 It is sometimes difficult to judge which goods vehicles will take the central position to pass
underneath the bridge. Some goods vehicle drivers encroach into the adjacent lane more
than others.
 Road users were often noted to stop within the carriageway to give way to large vehicles
which are required to straddle the central lane markings whilst passing through the bridge.
Following traffic may fail to anticipate vehicles braking ahead to give way, resulting in rear
end shunts approaching the bridge.
 The approaches are signed with a height restriction prohibiting vehicles of more than 15
feet (or 4.5m) from travelling under the bridge.
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Potential measure(s) – to be considered in the context of longer-term
Timescale
aspirations for a park and ride site, which may require discussions
with Network Rail regarding the bridge.
It is recommended that an over height vehicle detection system (OVDS)
Medium Term
1 is installed on both approaches to the railway bridge to warn traffic of
oncoming large vehicles.
Advantages:
 An OVDS is recommended to detect large vehicles which will trigger a warning sign to
oncoming road users as to the likely presence of a large vehicle being centrally positioned
in the carriageway. Specification for such equipment can be found in the Highways
Agency (now known as Highways England) report ref: HA TR2515A.
 The OVDS could potentially provide dual benefits; one for warning oncoming traffic as to
the presence of large vehicles passing under the bridge; the second as detection for tall
vehicles which may exceed the height limit for passing under the bridge.
 The OVDS signage will likely lower speeds on the approaches to the Polmarkyn railway
bridge. Lower speeds will provide additional reaction time, giving traffic enough time to
slow down with a decreased risk of shunt collisions occurring.

Cluster Site 3: Recommendations

Disadvantages:
 The VAS signage and accompanying systems will be expensive to procure and install.
Example:

Figure 14: Example of an Over Height Detection System (OVDS) at two heights 28

28

https://www.triggindustries.com/ohvds-application-notes/typical-installations.html
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5.1.4 Pengelly (near Trago Mills)
Cluster Site 4: Pengelly (near Trago Mills)
Total number of collisions: 5

Warning signs, SLOW markings and red HFS
banding on the westbound approach

Inconspicuous chevron signage on the
westbound approach to the bend

Cluster Site 4: Problem

Significant collision trends identified:
 Four collisions occurred on the eastbound approach to the bend, with one collision on the
westbound approach.
 Three collisions resulted in slight injuries, whilst the remaining two resulted in serious
injuries
 Four collisions were the result of vehicles losing control; three eastbound and one
westbound.
 Four collisions resulted in a vehicle leaving the confines of the carriageway.
 Two collisions occurred in wet/damp carriageway conditions.
 Two collisions were attributed to driver falling asleep or blacking out.
 One collision was attributed to a slippery road surface due to weather.
Associated site observations:
 The carriageway is often in shadow with low levels of natural light due to the presence of
mature trees and vegetation fronting both sides of the carriageway.
 Several of the existing verge side marker posts were noted as being either missing or
damaged (the later likely due to vehicles leaving the carriageway at this location).
 Lack of chevron signage for eastbound traffic. Chevron signs for westbound traffic do not
have yellow backing boards.
 SLOW road markings with a red banded HFS treatment and warning sign are provided
only on the immediate westbound approach to the bend, and not on the eastbound
approach (where four of the five collisions occurred on the eastbound approach).
 A low-level wooden fence has been installed in place of a compliant vehicle restraint
system on the outside of the bend.
 No evidence to suggest the presence of an adverse camber to justify increasing the super
elevation.
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Potential measure(s)

Timescale

1

Replace the missing and/or broken verge side marker posts.

Short term

2

Install chevron signage with yellow backing boards (both approaches). Short term

3

Install SLOW markings, a red HFS banding and warning sign
(eastbound approach).

Short term

4

Provide rumble strips on either side of the HFS banding (both
approaches).

Short term

5

Install compliant VRS to prevent vehicles leaving the carriageway
(subject to a RRRAP review).

Medium term

6a

Install HFS on the approaches and through the bend to improve skid
resistance and traction (preferred option)

Medium term

or

Cluster Site 4: Recommendations

Undertake a SCRIM (Sideway-force Coefficient Routine Investigation
Machine) test (if not already covered by an existing work programme),
6b with consideration given to re-texturizing the surface course or
Short term
replacing with a surface course that has a high polished stone value
(PSV)
or
6c

Reconstruct the carriageway to increase the super elevation on the
outside of the bend.

Medium term

Advantages:
 Replacement of missing and broken carriageway edging marker posts will help highlight
the changing horizontal carriageway alignment to drivers.
 Chevron signage with yellow backing boards in both directions of travel will increase
driver awareness of the sharp deviation in horizontal alignment.
 Warning sign alongside SLOW road markings in conjunction with a red HFS banding will
reinforce the need to reduce speeds on the eastbound approach.
 Rumble strips will provide road users with an audible / tactile warning of the approaching
hazard, specifically targeting collisions due to loss of concentration, tiredness and
distraction.
 Compliant VRS will reduce the risk of road users leaving the carriageway in the event of a
loss of control collision. The VRS will also prevent vehicles from striking road side
furniture such as trees etc., in turn reducing the collision impact and potential injury
severity.
 HFS on the approaches and through the bend will improve the skid resistance, minimising
the risk of loss of control collisions related to poor traction.
 Renewing the carriageway with a surface course that has a high polished stone value
(PSV) will offer similar benefits to HFS but without the maintenance liability and costs.
 Increasing the super elevation on the outside of the bend will improve traction and remove
standing water from the carriageway
Disadvantages:
 Warnings provided by signage, road markings and roadside marker posts may be less
effective over time when for those who regularly use the route.
 VRS can be expensive and would likely require removal of vegetation and embankment
works.
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 The installation of VRS and accommodation of the required working width may require
agreement with the land owner or land purchase, significantly increasing cost.

 HFS can become a future maintenance liability due to wear and delamination.
 Proposals to increase the super elevation are likely to be cost prohibitive.
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Photo 25: Existing layout on the westbound approach to the bend at Pengelly

Photo 26: Indicative CGI visualisation of safety improvements proposed at Pengelly
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5.1.5 Tiddy Valley (west of Kilna Lane)
Cluster Site 5: Tiddy Valley (west of Kilna Lane)
Total number of collisions: 5

View westbound along the A38 for traffic
approaching from Kilna Lane

Lack of VRS in place on the southern side of
carriageway at location of previous collision.

Significant collisions trends identified:

Cluster Site 5: Problem

 Four collisions occurred on the north-westbound carriageway.
 Two collisions resulted in slight injuries, two serious injuries and one fatal injury.
 Two collisions were caused by vehicular loss of control.
 Two collisions occurred during damp/wet carriageway conditions.
 One shunt collision occurred involving a Police vehicle waiting to turn right into Kilna
Lane.
 One collision occurred after a vehicle turned right out of Kilna Lane across the path of an
eastbound motorcyclist.
 One fatal collision occurred after an eastbound road user veered onto the opposing side
of carriageway into oncoming traffic. The driver of the eastbound vehicle was distracted.
Associated site observations:
 Significant downhill gradient and right-hand bend on the A38 north-westbound approach
to Kilna Lane.
 Significant uphill gradient for traffic approaching the A38 from Kilna Lane makes it difficult
for traffic (particularly large vehicles) to gain speed whilst gap seeking onto the A38.
 Advanced warning signs of a side road ahead are present on the approaches to Kilna
Lane
 Temporary signage warning of a slippery road surface had been installed.
 Lack of VRS on the southern side of the carriageway.
 Drainage issues caused by blocked gullies at the junction of Kilna Lane.
 Lack of HFS on carriageway on both approaches, although it is understood this section of
carriageway has been resurfaced with a higher PSV stone (providing greater skid
resistance).
 Vegetation on north-eastern side of Kilna Lane may restrict forward visibility.
 The eastbound visibility for road users exiting Kilna Lane onto the A38 is restricted due to
mature trees and vegetation.
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 Any review of the drainage provision at his location will need to be incorporated into a
wider review programme.
Potential measure(s)

Timescale

1

Extend the existing VRS further west along the southern side of
carriageway (beyond the bend).

Short term

2

Install permanent signage warning of slippery carriageway surface,
replacing the current temporary signing

Short term

3

Remove the road side vegetation to the east of Kilna Lane (inside of
bend)

Short term

4

Undertake review of the existing drainage provision at Kilna Lane.

Short term

5

Provide rumble strips in conjunction with SLOW road markings and red
Short term
banding on the westbound (downhill) approach to Kilna Lane.

Cluster Site 5: Recommendations

Advantages:
 Compliant VRS will reduce the risk of road users leaving the carriageway in the event of a
loss of control collision. The VRS will also prevent vehicles from striking road side
furniture such as trees etc., in turn reducing the collision impact and potential injury
severity.
 Permanent slippery surface signage will reinforce the need for approaching drivers to
take caution.
 Removing vegetation at the junction with Kilna Lane will help improve visibility splays,
particularly for traffic joining the A38 from the side road.
 Reviewing and undertaking regular maintenance of the existing drainage system will
ensure the impact of road surface water on road safety is kept to a minimum.
 SLOW road markings in conjunction with a red banding will reinforce the need to reduce
speeds on the eastbound approach.
 Rumble strips will provide road users with an audible / tactile warning of the approaching
hazard, specifically targeting collisions due to loss of concentration, tiredness and
distraction.
Disadvantages:
 The installation of VRS can be expensive and would likely require removal of vegetation
and embankment works.
 Additional permanent signage could act as a potential obstacle if a vehicle were to leave
the carriageway. All accompanying posts should be passively safe if not located behind
VRS.
 Regular checking of removed vegetation would be required, especially during summer
months, to ensure it doesn’t grow back. This would need to consider the wider vegetation
maintenance programme.
 HFS can become a future maintenance liability due to wear and delamination.
 Rumble strips generate noise which can be a nuisance for local residents, businesses
and wildlife.
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5.1.6 Bodmin Parkway
Cluster Site 6: Bodmin Parkway

Cluster Site 6: Problem & Recommendations

Total number of collisions: 4

View westbound at junction of Bodmin Parkway
Station.

View eastbound at junction of Bodmin Parkway
Station.

Significant collision trends identified:
 All four collisions resulted in slight injuries.
 Three of the four collisions occurred during wet/damp carriageway conditions.
 Three shunt collisions occurred on the approaches to the Bodmin Parkway junction (two
involving eastbound traffic and one westbound).
 One collision occurred after a pedestrian was struck by a passing vehicle whilst walking in
the carriageway during the hours of darkness.
Associated site observations:
 Forward visibility is restricted on both of the junction approaches due to the configuration
of the carriageway (horizontal alignment obscures visibility on the westbound approach,
whilst the vertical alignment and bridge obscures visibility on eastbound approach).
 A vehicle activated sign is present on the A38 to warn eastbound traffic of queues at the
junction whilst traffic is waiting to turn right into Bodmin Parkway.
 No footways are in place on the A38 or access road to cater for pedestrians travelling to
or from Bodmin Parkway station.
 The geometry of the junction makes it difficult for buses that serve the station to turn left
from access road onto the A38.
 HFS is provided on the A38 approaches to the junction with Bodmin Parkway.
Recommendations:
It is understood that a separate feasibility study looking at possible highway improvement
measures at the A38 junction with Bodmin Parkway station is currently underway. As such, no
potential improvements are to be specified for this location within the scope of this report.
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5.1.7 Trerulefoot
Cluster Site 7: Trerulefoot Roundabout

Cluster Site 7: Problem

Total number of collisions: 4

Plan view of the Trerulefoot Roundabout 29

North-western view of the south-eastern approach
to the Trerulefoot Roundabout.

Significant collision trends identified:
 All collisions at the roundabout involved rear end shunts:
o
o
o

Two collisions (slight) took place on the A38 south-eastbound roundabout approach;
One collision (serious) took place on the A38 south-westbound roundabout approach;
and
One shunt (slight) took place on the A374 approach.

 All collisions occurred during dry carriageway conditions and during daylight hours.
 Three collisions resulted in slight injuries, one collision resulted in serious injury.
Associated site observations:
 Lack of horizontal deflection for traffic on the A38 south-eastbound roundabout approach.
 High speeds observed on the downhill, A38 south-eastbound roundabout approach.
 Only a small proportion of traffic was observed to noticeably slow down on this approach.
 Forward visibility to traffic approaching from the right-hand side was noted to be restricted
on the A38 south-eastbound roundabout approach due to the embankment and vegetation
along the southern side of the carriageway, to the east of the petrol station.
 HFS is already provided on the A38 approaches to the roundabout.

29

Google Earth Pro™ imagery in the form of Google Map™ and Google Streetview™ have been used, unmodified, within this
document. This imagery has been used within the extents of the AECOM license agreement with Google Inc.
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Cluster Site 7: Recommendations

Potential measure(s)

Timescale

1

Investigate whether the geometry of the roundabout could be
altered to provide additional horizontal deflection on the A38 southeastbound roundabout approach.

Medium term

2

Install rumble strips (transverse yellow bar markings) on the southeastbound roundabout approach.

Short term

Advantages:
 Additional horizontal deflection for south-eastbound traffic on the A38 should encourage
slower approach speeds.
 Rumble strips will encourage drivers to approach the roundabout at slower speeds.
Disadvantages:
 Increasing the horizontal deflection could result in potential loss of control collisions if
drivers do not approach at an appropriate speed.
 It may not be possible to change the junction geometry to increase the amount of
horizontal deflection due to land ownership issues and prohibitive costs incurred. There is
a risk that the rumble strips may be ignored by drivers over time.
 Traffic Signs Manual, Chapter 5 paragraph 6.10.3 states that rumble strips are normally
not to be used on single lane carriageways. Authorisation for their use may need to be
sought from HE and the DfT.
 Rumble strips generate noise which can be a nuisance for local residents, businesses
and wildlife.
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5.1.8 Burraton
Cluster Site 8: Burraton

Cluster Site 8: Problem & Recommendations

Total number of collisions: 4

Plan view of the A38 (Burraton) 30

Significant collisions trends identified:
 All collisions involved shunts on the A38 north-westbound carriageway.
during the evening peak.
 Three collisions resulted in slight injuries, one collision resulted in serious injury.
 Three of these collisions involved lane changing manoeuvres or vehicles overtaking on
the approach to queuing traffic.
 Two collisions occurred during the hours of darkness.
Associated site observations:
 All collisions likely relate to north-westbound traffic approaching traffic queuing back from
Carkeel Roundabout.
 Unclear as to exact reason for these collisions, however, it is likely that they are linked to
congestion or traffic queuing back from Carkeel, all of which occurred prior to the latest
changes at the roundabout
Recommendations:
Given the proximity of this location to the Carkeel Roundabout, this report does not
recommend improvements at this location. It is recommended that the collisions at this
location should be reviewed a part of a wider monitoring investigation for the changes made to
the Carkeel Roundabout.

30

Google Earth Pro™ imagery in the form of Google Map™ and Google Streetview™ have been used, unmodified, within this
document. This imagery has been used within the extents of the AECOM license agreement with Google Inc.
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5.1.9 Carminow Cross Roundabout
Cluster Site 9:
Total number of collisions: 4

Cluster Site 9: Problem

A38

Plan view of Carminow Cross Roundabout 31

View of the north-eastbound approach to
Carminow Cross.

Significant collision trends identified:
 All four collisions resulted in slight injury severity.
 All four collisions occurred during daylight hours.
 Two collisions occurred during wet/damp carriageway conditions.
 Two shunt collisions occurred on the C0062 (north-eastbound) approach to Carminow
Cross.
 One collision involved a vehicle losing control whilst negotiating the roundabout at speed.
 One shunt collision occurred on the A30 off-slip (north-westbound) approach to Carminow
Cross.
Associated site observations:
 North-eastern approach to Carminow Cross from the C0062 follows a downhill gradient,
which is likely to encourage higher approach speeds.
 There is a lack of horizontal deflection on the north-eastbound approach to roundabout for
road users intending to travel onto the A38 (northbound).
 No HFS is present on the roundabout approaches other than the A30 off-slip (northwestbound) and the A38 westbound approach.
 Only the A30 off-slip (westbound) and A38 westbound approaches form part of the Trunk
Road network controlled by HE with all others forming part of Cornwall Council’s network.

31

Google Earth Pro™ imagery in the form of Google Map™ and Google Streetview™ have been used, unmodified, within this
document. This imagery has been used within the extents of the AECOM license agreement with Google Inc.
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Potential measure(s)
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Timescale

1

Realign kerb lines on the north-eastbound approach to the
roundabout to increase the amount of horizontal deflection.

2

Install HFS on all approaches to the roundabout (including roads on
Short term
the local network).

Medium term

Advantages:
 Providing additional horizontal deflection for traffic on the north-eastbound roundabout
approach should encourage slower approach speeds.
 Providing HFS on both approaches will reduced the likelihood of skidding when braking
on the approach to the roundabout preventing shunt collisions.
Disadvantages:
 Increasing the horizontal deflection could result in potential loss of control collisions if
drivers do not approach at an appropriate speed.
 It may not be possible to change the junction geometry to increase the amount of
horizontal deflection due to land ownership issues and prohibitive costs incurred
 HFS can become a future maintenance liability due to wear and delamination
 As few collisions have occurred on the same approaches to the roundabout with little
commonality in the types and causations, it is likely that any remedial measures installed
will offer a poor first year rate of return.
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5.1.10 Twelvewoods
Cluster Site 10: Twelvewoods Roundabout

Cluster Site 10: Problem

Total number of collisions: 4

Plan view of the Twelvewoods Roundabout 32

View of south-western approach to
Twelvewoods Roundabout.

Significant collisions trends identified:
 Three collisions resulted in slight injuries, whilst one collision resulted in fatal injury.
 Three collisions occurred on the A38 south-westbound roundabout approach and one on
the C0773 north-westbound roundabout approach.
 Two collisions involved vehicles losing control on the south-westbound approach to the
roundabout. One of these resulted in fatal injury when a vehicle travelling at high speed hit
the offside kerb and lost control (this collision may have been attributed to a medical
episode).
 One collision was a junction overshoot due to defective brakes.
 One collision involved a shunt collision on the north-westbound roundabout approach.
Associated site observations:
 Roundabout covered by national speed limit as per dual carriageway eastern arm of A38
and southern arm of the A390.
 HFS is not provided on the A38 eastbound approach to roundabout.
 There appears to be HFS provision on the south-western approach to the roundabout (as
indicated by a change in surface texture) although this could not be confirmed during the
site visit.

32

Google Earth Pro™ imagery in the form of Google Map™ and Google Streetview™ have been used, unmodified, within this
document. This imagery has been used within the extents of the AECOM license agreement with Google Inc.
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Timescale

1

Reduce speed limit on the approach to the roundabout to 40mph to
Medium term
tie into A38 westbound arm.

2

Install rumble strips (yellow transverse bars) on the southwestbound roundabout approach.

Short term

3

Install HFS on the A38 eastbound junction approach and on the
westbound approach if currently not provided.

Short term

Advantages:
 Reducing the speed limit would encourage slower approach speeds decreasing the
chance of loss of control collisions
 The rumble strips will encourage drivers to approach the roundabout at slower speeds.
 Installing HFS on the south-westbound junction approach will provide additional braking
capacity for road users approaching from the dual carriageway.
Disadvantages:
 Although average speed cameras are suggested along the dual carriageway section, an
additional fixed position camera may be required at the termination point of the national
speed limit, leading to additional costs.
 There is a risk that the rumble strips may be ignored by drivers over time.
 The rumble strips could generate unwanted noise, which may become an irritant for
residents, local businesses and wildlife.
 The proposed use of road markings to TSRGD diag. 1067 in this circumstance is not
conventional and will require authorisation from the HE and DfT.
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6. Proposed Works Package
6.1 Overview
A proposed package of works has been developed based upon the recommendations provided
in Section 4 of this report and the potential cluster site improvement measures in Section 5.
All the interventions and road safety improvement measures have been assigned indicative
costs and timescales for potential implementation.
All measures that can be introduced prior to the financial year end of 2020 are considered to be
deliverable in the “short term”; all measures that are likely to be introduced between the financial
year end of 2020 & 2025 are considered to be “medium term”; and all measures that are likely
to be introduced beyond the financial year end of 2025 are considered to be “long term”
aspirations.
The costs provided within the proposed work package include Optimism Bias (OB) to reflect the
demonstrated systematic tendency for appraisers to be overly optimistic about key parameters,
potentially leading to cost overrun. An OB allowance of 44%33, as recommended for Stage 1
Roads schemes (Strategic Outline Business Case), has been applied to the estimated costs for
each of the proposed measures. These costs will be subject to further review by Highways
England in line with typical trunk road schemes and are therefore subject to change.
In line with Cornwall Council’s Cornwall Road Casualty Reduction Strategy review,
improvements that are carried out will be supported by education or enforcement where
required, providing an integrated partnership approach to the road safety concerns.

6.2 Short term (2020)

33

Location

Measure

Description

Construction
Estimated Cost

Whole Route

Median
adjustments

Develop a comprehensive
strategy covering the usage of
median hatched markings.

£7,200

Between
Tideford and
Kilna Lane

Median
adjustments

Subject to the agreement of an
overarching approach to the
design and implementation of
hatched central median markings,
such markings can be revised
along the section between
Tideford and Kilna Lane.

£4,320

Between
Twelvewoods
Roundabout
and Bodmin

Chevron
signage

Installation of new and
replacement chevron signs
complete with yellow backings.
Signs to be installed for both traffic
directions.

£7,200

Between
Twelvewoods
Roundabout
and Bodmin

Carriageway
edging marker
posts

Installation of new/replacement of
damaged marker posts.

£20,200

Tag Unit A1.2 Cost Benefit Analysis: Scheme Costs, Department for Transport, July 2017
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Measure

Description

Between
Twelvewoods
Roundabout
and Bodmin

Retro-reflective
signs

Review of all signage along the
entire route to ensure that they
comply with retroreflective
standards (BS EN 12899-1:2007).

£72,000

Between
Twelvewoods
Roundabout
and Bodmin

SLOW
carriageway
markings,
banding and
rumble strips

Installation of SLOW carriageway
along with red coloured banding
on carriageway surface along with
rumble strips on the approach to
bends in the single carriageway
section of the A38 west of
Twelvewoods Roundabout.

£115,200

Twelvewoods
Roundabout

Rumble strips

Installation of rumble strips on
south-westbound approach to
roundabout.

£2,200

Twelvewoods
Roundabout

High Friction
Surfacing

Extending HFS on southwestbound junction approach.

£50,000

Stoketon Cross

Redesign of
junction layout

Localised amendments to junction
layout to discourage the
overtaking of left turning vehicles
on the A38. Works to include kerb
realignment and relocation of
existing centre islands.

£50,400

Kilna Lane
junction

Slippery surface
signage

Remove temporary slippery
carriageway surface signage and
replace with permanent signs with
passively safe posts.

£720

Kilna Lane
junction

Implementation
of compliant
VRS

Installation of VRS at a localised
section of the A38 opposite the
junction with Kilna Lane where
evidence of a previous collision.

£8,800

Kilna Lane
junction

Vegetation
removal

Localised removal of vegetation at
the south-eastern side of the Kilna
Lane junction to improve visibility
splays of westbound traffic.

£2,200

Kilna Lane
junction

High Friction
Surfacing

Installation of HFS on both
approaches to the Kilna Lane
junction. This is a site of previous
collisions resulting from a loss of
control due to slippery
carriageway conditions.

£11,520

Kilna Lane
junction

Drainage review

Undertake review of existing
drainage provision at Kilna Lane.

£7,200

Kilna Lane
junction

SLOW
markings on
carriageway

Installation of SLOW carriageway
markings accompanied with red
HFS banding and rumble strips on
westbound approach to Kilna
Lane.

£2,500

Trerulefoot
Roundabout

SLOW
markings on
carriageway

Installation of SLOW carriageway
markings accompanied with
rumble strips either side on south-

£2,500
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Measure

Description

Construction
Estimated Cost

eastern approach to Trerulefoot
Roundabout.
Between
Bodmin &
Doublebois

SCRIM testing

Carminow
Roundabout

High Friction
Surfacing

Undertake SCRIM testing at
bends

TBC

(routinely undertaken by HE)
Installation of HFS on all
roundabout approaches to reduce
occurrence of shunt collisions.

£32,832

Total

£396,992

Table 25: Summary of remedial measures and costs for delivery in the ‘short’ term

6.3 Medium term (2020 – 2025)
Location

Measure

Description

Construction
Estimated Cost

Tideford

Signalised
crossing

Undertake preliminary design,
public consultation, detailed design
and construction of a new
pedestrian signalised crossing in
Tideford, replacing existing informal
crossing point.

£103,700

Tideford

Reduced
speed limit

Reduce existing 40mph speed limit
to 30mph to cover the extents of the
village.

£36,000

Landrake

Reduced
speed limit

Reduce existing 40mph speed limit
to 30mph to cover the extents of the
village.

£50,400

Tideford &
Landrake

Village
gateway
signage

Installation of new village gateway
signage complete with speed limit
signage, carriageway roundels,
dragons’ teeth markings and
coloured surfacing on all
approaches to villages.

£3,500

Tideford &
Landrake

Vehicle
Activated
Signage

Installation of speed related Vehicle
Activated Signage (VAS) for both
traffic directions within villages.

£14,400

Tideford

Fixed location
speed cameras

Installation of fixed placed speed
cameras at entry points to all
villages.

£56,000

Trago Mills
junction

Restricted right
turn

Undertake a feasibility study for
potential remedial works to upgrade
an access road linking A38 to A390
to consist of widening works to both
carriageway and railway bridge.

£28,800
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Between
Bodmin &
Trago Mills

Reduced
speed limit

Reduce existing 50mph speed limit
to 40mph along challenging
sections of single carriageway
between the minor junction leading
to St Neot and the easternmost
climbing lane.

£43,200

Between
Bodmin &
Doublebois

HFS

Install HFS on approaches and
through bends.

£388,800

Between
Bodmin &
Doublebois

Carriageway
reconstruction

Carriageway reconstruction to
increase super elevation on outside
of bends.

£936,000

B3251 & B3252
junctions

Restrict right
turn
movements

Undertake feasibility assessment of
restricted right turns into and off the
A38 at the B3251 & B3252
junctions. Undertake preliminary
design, public consultation, detailed
design and implementation of
restricted right turns subject to
assessment findings.

£50,000

Stoketon Cross
junction

Restrict right
turn
movements

Undertake feasibility assessment of
restricted right turns into and off the
A38 at the Stoketon Cross junction.
Undertake preliminary design,
public consultation, detailed design
and implementation of restricted
right turns subject to assessment
findings.

£50,000

Stoketon Cross
junction

Nearside
auxiliary lane

Feasibility assessment of installing
a nearside auxiliary lane on A38
south-eastbound approach to the
junction.

£75,000

Whole route

Drainage
improvements

Develop and introduce a drainage
strategy dealing with the entire A38
route to achieve a long-term
reduction in collisions relating to
slippery carriageway conditions due
to weather.

£216,000

Polmarkyn
railway bridge

Low bridge
VAS system

Design and implementation of a tall
vehicle detection system linked to
Variable Messaging Signs to inform
drivers of on-coming vehicles in the
centre of the carriageway as well to
the height restriction at the bridge to
prevent shunt collisions and bridge
strikes.

£72,000

Between
Bodmin
Parkway &
Twelvewoods
Roundabout

Implementation
of compliant
VRS

Design and implementation of
compliant VRS measures at
locations along the single
carriageway section west of
Twelvewoods Roundabout. VRS
will provide protection for drivers

£288,000
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Estimated Cost

and passengers against road side
obstacles such as trees and
watercourses, especially at
locations with steep embankments
adjacent to the carriageway.
Twelvewoods
Roundabout

Reduced
speed limit

Reduce speed limit on the
approach to the roundabout to
40mph to tie into A38 westbound
arm.

£36,000

Trerulefoot
Roundabout

Provision of
horizontal
deflection

Realignment of kerb lines on southeastern approach to roundabout to
provide horizontal deflection to
encourage lower speeds.

£72,000

Carkeel
Roundabout

Monitoring
review

Undertake regular postimplementation collision monitoring
review of previous changes made
to Carkeel Roundabout.

£3,600

Carminow
Roundabout

Provision of
horizontal
deflection

Realignment of kerb lines on northeastern approach to roundabout to
provide horizontal deflection to
encourage lower speeds.

£72,000

Twelvewoods
Roundabout

Collision
monitoring

Continue to monitor collision
records at roundabout at regular
intervals (annually) upon receipt of
confirmed data to track changing /
fluctuating data.

£3,600

Selected
junctions

Vegetation

Localised removal of vegetation at
C708, C36, B2371 & Trago Mills
junctions.

£7,500

Data led sites

Fixed location
speed cameras

Installation of fixed placed speed
cameras at specific location as
highlighted by speed data and
enforcement intel.

£230,400

Dual
carriageway
sections

Removal of
road side
obstacles

Review, identification and removal
of all roadside obstacles along dual
carriageway sections to improve
passive safety. Sign posts and lamp
columns to be replaced with
passively safe options.

£720,000

Tideford

New car park

Undertake the feasibility and
potential delivery of a new car park
in Tideford (costs do not account for
access onto A38).

£150,000

Total

£3,706,900

Table 26: Summary of remedial measures and costs for delivery in the ‘medium’ term
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6.4 Long term (2025 and beyond)
Location
Dual
carriageway
(Dobwalls to
Catchfrench)

Measure
Average speed
cameras

Description

Construction
Estimated Cost

Establish and secure funding for
the public consultation and
implementation of average speed
cameras within the dual
carriageway section of the A38.

£1,300,000

Total

£1,300,000

Table 27: Summary of remedial measures and costs for delivery in the ‘long’ term
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7. Monitoring
Cornwall Council has undertaken a review of their existing Cornwall Road Casualty Reduction
Strategy (approved in 2013) in light of a significant increase in serious injuries in Cornwall over
the last 5 years. The strategy review (due to be approved in June 2019) recognises that
preventing loss of life and serious life changing injuries relies on an integrated partnership
approach between the highway authorities, emergency services, health, education, vehicle
manufacturers, media and enforcement agencies.
It also relies on every road user, whether they drive, cycle or walk complying with the rules and
adjusting their behaviour to take into account changes in weather or traffic conditions. The
strategy is supported by a two-year Action Plan. Agreeing a range of short-term road safety
improvements for the A38 in partnership with Highways England has been identified as a key
deliverable of this plan.
Scrutiny and Governance of performance will be carried out by Safer Cornwall Strategic Board
(SCB) on a quarterly basis. A new KSI reduction target will be agreed and set by partners on the
SCB in the next 12 months once 3 years of baseline data has been received following the new
Collision Report and Sharing (CRASH) system introduced in 2016. One of the improvements
includes the removal of subjective assessment of severity by Police Officers replacing it with a
system whereby the Police Officer can describe the injuries and the system assigns the severity
objectively. This has resulted in injuries previously reported as ‘slight’ now being reported as
‘serious’.
Potentially, the SCB will also agree to adopt of a number of Performance Indicators
recommended by the UK Parliamentary Advisory Council for Transport Safety (PACTS)34.

34

https://www.pacts.org.uk/news-and-publications/developing-safe-system-road-safety-indicators-for-the-uk-a-report-by-pacts-in-

association-with-ageas/
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Appendices
Appendix A – Collision Data
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Appendix B – Collision Location Plot
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Appendix C – Median Widening Plan
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Appendix D – Tideford Pedestrian Crossing Proposals
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Appendix E – Additional Cluster Site Plan
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Appendix F – Proposed package of measures in
Tideford
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